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NOMINATION HEARING OF DWIGITT BUSH,
sR., iì{ARK CHTLDRESS, THOLAS DAUGH-
TON, MATTIIEW ïIARRTNGTON, EUNICE RED-
DICK, JOHN IIOOVER, AND MICIIAEL IJOZA

TLIESDAY, SEPTEMBEId,^ 24, 2AL3

U.S. Snxeru,
Couurrrnn o¡¡ FoRnrcx RelauoNs,

Washington, DC.

Dwight L. Bush, Sr., of the District of Columbia, to be Ambassador
to the Kingdom of Morocco

Mark Bradkey Childress, of Virginia, to be Ambassador to the
United Republic of Tanzania

Thomas F. Daughton, of Arizona, to be Ambassador to Namibia
Matthew Harrington, of Virginia, to be Ambassador to Lesotho
Hon. Eunice S. Reddick, of the District of Columbia, to be Ambas-

sador to Niger
John Hoover, of Massachusetts, to be Ambassador to Sierra Leone
Michael S. Hoza, of 

.Washington, 
to be Ambassador to Cameroon

The comrnittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m., in room
SD-419, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Christopher A.
Coons presiding.

Present: Senators Coons, Kaine, Murphy, Markey, and Flake.
Also Present: Senator Durbin.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHERA. COONS,
U.S. SENATOR F.ROM DEI.AWARE

Senator Cotlt{s. I am pleased to call to order this hearing of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Subcommittee on African Af-
fäirs as we consider the f'ollowing nominations: Dwight Bush to be
Ambassador to Morocco; Mark Bradley Childress to be Ambassador
to Tanzania; Thomas Daughton to be Ambassador to Namibia;
Matthew Harrington to be Ambassador to Lesotho; Eunice Reddick
to be Ambassador to Niger; John Hoover to be Ambassador to Si-
erra Leone; and Michael Hoza to be Ambassador to Cameroon.

As I have discussed with our nominees, before we begin more for-
mally I would like to just say a few words about the horrific attack
in Nairobi in Kenya. My deepest condolences go out to the families
of those injured or killed in this senseless violence. My prayers are
with those who have been lost with the security forces and the peo-
ple of Kenya and with all who have been touched by this event.

(55e)
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The United States stands firmly with the people of Kenya as
they move forward from this unconscionable act of terror and we
will continue to assist the Kenyan Government in responding to
this attack and ensuring that those who are responsible are
brought to justice. It is my hope that this incident will remind all
of us of the value of our alliances around the world and of those
who are willing to stand with us and to take actions and take risks
in the global effort against terrorism.

I welcome each of the nominees and their family members who
are here to support them today, and I welcome my colleague and
subcommittee ranking member, Senator Flake, and I expect we
may see some other members of the committee this morning.

Today we consider nominees fgr seven different diplomatic as-
signments, and I will briefly touch on the relevant countries. Cam-
eroon has a strong record of stability, but it has come at the cost
of democracy and opporbunity for its citizens that presents some
challenges for long-term prospects.

Namibia has achieved upper income status, but works through
the lingering legacy of apartheid.

Sierra Leone has made very significant strides since emerging
from a brutal civil war, but remains challenged by poverty.

Tanzania has shown a strong commitment to democracy and ben-
efrts from a very wide array of U.S. assistance, but some weak in-
stitutions. Poverty and corruption remain persistent.

Lesotho appeaß to have successfully ernbraced democracy after
a tumultuous transition, an AGOA success story, especially in the
textile sector, but that success has bypassed many Basotho and
more than a third of the Lesotho's children suffer from malnutri-
tion.

Niger has restored constitutional rule following the 2010 coup
and its leadership has sought to include diverse voices, but it is
vulnerable to a wide range of threats, both domestic and inter-
national.

Morocco is a steady ally and has signed a free trade agreement
with the United States, but the unresolved status of western Sa-
hara continues to present some governance and human rights chal-
lenges.

As all my colleagues on the comrnittee know, I am convinced the
United States has to deepen and diversify our engagement with the
leaders and people of Africa. Some of these countries we are going
to discuss today are more often seen through the lens of two-dimen-
sional cartoons or cliches, both positive and negative. But countries
are not simple cliches. Each desen¡es our attention, support, and
respect as we work to advance economic development, security and
democracy both for their benefit and for the beneflrt of the United
States and our interests. Investing in the success of African coun-
tries is good in my view for both Africans and Americans.

The nominees before us today bring a wealth of foreign policy
and public service experience and I am interested in hearing your
views about how we can build these partnerships.

Dwight Bush has excelled in the world of business and finance
and serves on the board of many nonprofits, including the GAVI Al-
liance, which is reaching millions with lifesaving vaccines and im-
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munizations, and I am confident he will apply his expertise to man-
aging U.S. bilateral relations.

Mark Childress brings strong insights on law, health, labor, agri-
culture, minority rights, all important elements of Tanzania's de-
velopment and our enduring bilateral relationship.

Thomas Daughton has most recently served as DCM in Beirut,
during which he was immersed in sensitive security and develop-
ment issues. They are important qualifications for any chief of mis-
sion charged with protecting Americans abroad, but I imagine he
is also looking forward to the opportunity to handle the more di-
verse set of issues Namibia will present.

Matthew Harrington has demonstrated a deep commitment to
Africa from his service as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Mauritania
to serving as DCM in Windhoek and Lome and assignments fo-
cused on Sudarr, Zimbabwe, and Ghana, and is eminently qualifïed
to represent our interests in læsotho.

Ambassador Eunice Reddick brings a deep understanding of the
diffrcult and complex challenges and threats facing Niger and U.S.
policy in the Sahel. Having served most recently as Director of the
Offrce of West African Affairs, her experience with the Sahel and
prcvious service as Ambassador in .Gabon malçc hcr an excellent
choice to lead our mission in Niamey.

John Hoover has served around the globe from Paris to Beijing
to Nairobi, covering consular, economic, security, political affairs.
These skills will serve him well in the complex and dynamic envi-
ronment of Sierra Leone as they seek to move sustainably deci-
sively past a history of conflict.

Michael Hoza has served as a management counselor in Nairobi
and Moscow, two of our largest and most complex embassies in the
world, and as DCM in smaller and more remote posts, such as in
Mbabane, Swaziland. In Yaounde he will have the opportunity to
apply these management skills and his African experience in pur-
suit ofour interests.

With that broad overview of our remarkably qualified nominees,
I would like to turn to Senator Flake for his opening statement.

Senator Fr,¿xn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thanlc you all. I enjoyed mccting with all of you in my offìce ear-

lier last week and the week before, and I am convinced that all of
you have a great backg¡round to serve the Nation in the capacity
that you have been chosen for. I am envious, especially of Mr.
Darrghton goìng hack to Namibia, where I spent a goocl deal of
time. From Arizona to Namibia, that seems to be a good connection
here. But I really appreciate your willing to make the sacrifice and
for your families as well.

As I mentioned with the last group of African Ambassadors,
when I spent time over there it was a little different, before the
Internet age. It was a little tougher to keep contact with family
here. You have it easier in that sense. But you face difficult chal-
lenges, as rve are reminded of just in the last couple of days, par-
ticularly in Kenya.

And I want to, along with the chairman, I want to express my
condolences to those who are affected. Hopefully, we will be able
to help our allies move away from this points up the fact that we
live in a dangerous world, and it points to the importance of your
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role here in representing this great country. So I appreciate your
willingness to serve in this capacity and look forward to your testi-
mony here.

Thanks.
Senator CooNs. Thank you.
We will be joined by Senator Durbin in a few minutes. But I

think we should simply proceed, if we could, for the moment. I
would like to invite Mr. Bush, Mr. Childress, Mr. Daughton, and
Mr. Harrington, in order if you would, to make your introductory
statements.

In particular, I would like to encourage you to recognize your
families and your coworkers or colleagues who might be here to
support you today. We are all of us on the committee conscious of
the fact that your service, your willingness to. go a-ni represent us
overseas, your service-many of you have dedicated long periods of
time to public life-is possible really only because of the support
and encouragement of your family and colleagues. So please do
take a moment to recognize them.

Mr. Bush.

STATEMENT OF DïI¡IGHT L. BUSH, SR., OF THE DISTRICT OF
coLr.rMBrA N0MTNATED TO BE AMBASSADOR TO THE KrNG.
DOM OF MOROCCO

Mr. Busn. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, and distin-
guished members of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, I
thank you for the privilege to appear before you today. I am deeply
honored to be nominated to serve as Ambassador to the Kingdom
of Morocco by President Obama and Secretary Kerry.

I sit before you today as a testament to the remarkable promise
and beauty of our great country. I am a child of Charlie and Jessie
Bush, who committed their entire lives to making sure that their
children could fully participate in the American dream. I grew up
in East St. Louis, IL, a town of rich history whose boom and bust
cycles reflect both the hope and tragedy of industrial America.

My father passed away several years ago and I know that he is
at peace today and happy with his progeny. My mother sits here
behind me, and I must acknowledge and thank her for the sac-
rifices that I know she and my dad made for my siblings and me.

I also must thank my dear wife, Antoinette Cook Bush, for her
love and steadfast support of me; and to Dwight Junior and Jac-
queline, who bring me joy endlessly every single day.

The extensive friends and families behind me are here because
they know that I depend on them daily for support and sustenance.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that my life experiences to date have
prepared me for the job at hand. After graduating from Cornell
University, I have had a 35-year €areer characterized by increasing
responsibility and broad leadership experiences. I have been a
banker and an entrepreneur and I have engaged in corporate edu-
cation and philanthropic governance.

One of the things I am most proud of is my lO-year involvement
in the GAVI Alliance, a public-private partnership that vaccinates
over 70 million children a yeat in the poorest countries throughout
the world. Through GAVI, I have become keenly aware of the nu-
ances of diplomatic engagement.
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Through my experiences I have developed a management style
that encourages consensus-building, teamwork, and excellence. If
confirmed, I look forward to working with our outstanding Career
Foreign Service colleagues in Morocco.

Mr. Chairman, no country has been a friend of the United States
longer than Morocco. They were the first country to recognize us
in L777. However, we should not be satisfied with the longevity of
our relationship. Rather, we should want a relationship that is dy-
namic, growing, and reflective of the times.

IVe must also acknowledge the challenges that face the Maghreb
region today. We have bilateral priorities to advance, American in-
terests to maintain, and a United States workforce in Morocco to
protect. [f confirmed, protecting Americans and American interests
in Morocco will be my highest priority.

Our longstanding relationship with Morocco is broad. They are a
major non-NATO ally. We also have a thriving free trade agree-
ment with Morocco and a nearly $700 million Millennium Chal-
lenge Corporation compact that went into effect in 2008. When the
MCC compact ends at the end of this month, Morocco will comrnit
to completing the programs that we helped them to start.

Exports to Morocco havc incrcascd dramatically since the FTA
went into effect. The expansion of Morocco's deepwater Tangier
Med port positions Morocco to become a bridge for American ex-
ports to Europe, the Middle East, and beyond. Expanding trade not
just in Morocco but throughout the Maghreb region could lead to
greater levels of regional integration and greater cooperation on
issues like trafficking, illegal migration, and violent extremism.

Morocco is on a positive path, but it faces significant challenges.
Morocco's youth face high levels of unemployment and they could
be susceptible to violent extremist ideologies. While the Moroccan
Government has aggressively and successful pursued terrorist cells
over the years, the specter of transnational terrorism remains. Ac-
cordingly, it is all the more important for Morocco to continue in-
vesting in education, job creation, and ensuring that all Moroccans
feel that they are equal stakeholders in their country.

Morocco's continued development and stability depend on polit-
ical, cconomic, and social rcforms that King Mohammed VI cham-
pioned for the last 15 years that he has been in potryer.

The 2011 constitutional amendments and reforms strengthened
the role of the Parliament and the elected government. They en-
hanced Parliamentis ability to pass laws on a wide range of issues
and shifted some political prerogatives from the King to the Par-
liament.

Separately, our good friends at USAID engage in activities that
will enhance the lives and potential for Moroccans in the future.

If confirmed, I will work with the Government of Morocco and
our colleagues across various U.S. agencies to continue to make
progress on principles ofgood governance.

In addition to political and economic advancement, the promotion
of human rights is also important. Human rights are a core value
of the United States and if confirmed human rights will figure
prominently in my engagement with Morocco.

Finally, there has been progress made in the Western Sahara
and if I am confirmed I will fully support the efforts of the U.N.
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Secretary's personal envoy to develop with Morocco and other par-
ties in the region a just, lasting, anù political solution for the wèst-
ern Sahara.

Mr. Chairman, I am truly humbled today and if conflrmed I will
do all that I can to further deepen our relationships with Morocco.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you and the members of the committee for
this opportunity to address you and I am available for any ques-
tions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Bush follows:]

Pnppenuo S.¡¿r¡ns¡¡r o¡'Dwrcnr L. Busn, Sn.

Mr. Chairman, Ranking lVlember Flake, and distingrrished menbers of the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations, I thank you Êor the privilege to appear before you
todav. I aiso want to snecifica.llv thank Senator Durbin for his kind words in sunnort
of my nomination. I aìn deeply appreciative for the trust and conñdence placèä in
me by President Obama and Secretary Kerry for nominating me to be the Ambas-
sador to the Kinsdom of Morocco.

I sit before yõo todry as a testament to the remarkable promise and beauty of
our great country. I anr the fourth of five children raised by Charlie and Jessie
Bush, two pârelrts who comnlitted lheir entire lives to only one mission: to make
sure that their children couJd fully participate in the Anrerican dreanr. I g'rew up
in East St. Louis, IL, a town of rich historv whose boom and bust c.ycles reflect both
the hope and tragedy of industrial America. I consider m.yself fortunate to have
grown up with the working class families, the great teachers, and the mentors that
helped me along the way.

My father passed away several years ago, and I know that he is aù peace today
and happy with his progeny. iVIy mother sits here behind me, and I must acknowl-
edge and thank her for the sacrifices that I know she and my dad nrade Êor my sib-
lings and me. I must also thank my dear wife, Antoirrette Cook Bush, for hei love
and steadfast support of me, and our children, Dwight Bush, Jr., and Jacqueline
Bush. who bring me endless joy every day. The rather extensive family and friends
gathered are here today because they know that I depend on them daily for suste-
nance and support.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that my life experience to date has uniquely prepared me
for the job at hand. After graduating from Cornell University I have had a nearly
35-year career charactenzeðby increasing responsibility and broad leadership expe-
riences in the areas of corporate management and investing, as well as corporate,
education, and philanthropic governance. Among other things, at The Chase Man-
hattan Bank I raised capital for Fortune 500 companies. As an entrepreneur, I have
started and served as the Chief Executive OfHcer of a bank. I have been a member
of the Executive Committee of Cornell Universiby, and I have been on the boards
ofdirectors ofseveral public and private companies, and not for profit organizations.
For the last 10 years I have been a member of the board of trustees of the GAVI
Alliance, a public-private partnership that vaccinates over 70 million children â year
in the poorest courtries throughout the world. Through my involvement with GAVI
I have interacted with leaders of many developing countries, and I have become
keenly aware of the nuances of diplomatic engagement. I am a student of history,
and I have previously visited Morocco and several other Saharan countries as well
as over other 40 countries, most in the developing world. These experiences have
helped me to develop a broad set of leadership skills, including thé atrility to set
goals, establish an esprit de corps, and motivate others to perfòrm at high levels.
I look forward to working with our outstanding career Foreigr Service officers, and
if I am confirmed by this conrmitæe, I will liring the fullness of my experiences
together in my representation ofour country in the Kingdom ofMorocco.

1!lr. Chairman, no countly has been a friend of the Uniæd States of Amelica
longer than Morocco. it was the first nation to recognize our country back in 1777.
However, we should n.ot be satisfied with simply having a friendship that is long-
standing. We should want a relationship that is dynamic. growing, and reflective
of the times. As we fook ahead. we must also acknowledge the challenges that face
the lVlaghreb region today. We have bilateral priorities to advance, Amèrican inter-
ests to maintain, and a U.S. workforce in lVlorocco to protect. If confìrmed, pro-
tecting Americans and American intelests in Morocco vriìll be my highest prioiity.

Our longstanding relationship has produced several milestones that demonstrate
the depth and breadth of our close relationship. Morocco is a major non-NATO ally.
We also have a thriving Free Trade Agreement with Morocco, and a $697.5 million
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Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) Compact that entered into force in 2008.
When that MCC Compact ends this month, Morocco will commit its own resources
to complete MCC programs.

Morocco is on a posilive path, but it faces significant challenges. Morocco's youth
face high levels of unemployment and they could be susceptible to violent extremist
ideologies. While the Moroccan Government has been successful in finding, arrest-
ing, and prosecuting terrorist cells over the years, the specter of transnational ter-
rorism has grown significantly in the region. These fácts make it all the nrore
important for Morocco to continue to address the problems that cause young people
to lose faith in their system aÌìd communities. There neecls to be a heightened focus
orr education and enrploynent oppolturüties, and cleacirrg arr ervilorunenl ir wlricll
IVloroccans feel they are real stakeholders in their govemment and their society.

Morocco's continued development and stabilibv depend on the political, economic,
and social refornrs that Kinþ Mohammed VI has 'championed ^since hä assunreci
power nearly l5 years ago. ln early 201 l, Morocco introduced a reform program that
included a new constitution and parliamentary elections that were widel_y found to
be free and fair. The 2011 constitution strengthened the role of the Parliament and
the elected government, enhanced its ability to pass laws on a wide range of issues,
and shifted some political prerogatives fi'om the King to Parlianrent. Additionally,
the work of USAID will expand opportunities for millions of Moroccans to lift them-
selves out of poverty and play productive roles in Morocco's future. If confirmed I
will work closely with my colleagrres across various agencies and with the Govern-
ment of, Morocco to ensure we continue to make progress on principles of good
governance." On the economic front. the U.S.-Morocco Free Trade Agreement has increased
exports of American products to Morocco, by 369 perceñt. U.S. investment in
Morocco has also risen sharply in recent years. With the expansion of Morocco's
deep-water Tangier-Med port, Molocco may be well positioned to become a bridge
for Anrerican exports to Europe, the Middle East, and sub-Saharan Africa. These
steps should increase access to Moroccan markets for U.S. exports and investment.
If confirmed, I will commit myself to working to increase coñrmerce with this key
ally.

While political and economic reforms are extremely important, the promotion and
protection of human rights is also important. Human riglts are a coie value of the
United States and will certainly figure prominentlv in my engagement with
Morocco. If confirmed, I will make the promotion antl protection ol hunran rights
a high priority.

The Moroccan Government also understands that its future depends on the devel-
opment of the region. Increasing trade ântong the countries of the lVlaghreb could
lead to greater levels of economic development than they can achieve alone. Improv-
ing cooperation among these neighboring countries cân help them all better cope
with illegal migration, trafficking, and violent extremism. However, one of the major
impediments to improved cooperation ânrong North African countries has been the
issue of western Saha¡a. If I am confirmed as Ambassador to Morocco, I will fuJly
support the efforts of the U.N. Secretary General's Personal Envoy to develop with
Morocco and other parties in the region a just, lasting and mutually acceptable
political solution.

If confirmed. my priorities will be to promote partnership. expand U.S. exports,
promote human rights, counter violent extremism, reinforce military cooperation
and peacekeeping, and ofcourse, protect Americans living in Morocco.

Mr. Chairman, I want to express how humbled I am to be nonrinated to this g"reat
country. If confirmed, I will do all that I can to further deepen our relations with
Morocco, our strategic ally, and a key partner in the Maghreb.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and members of the committee fbr this opportunity
to address you. I'welconre ány questions that you nray have.

Senator Coo¡¡s. Thank you very much, Mr. Bush.
Mr. Childress.

STATEMENT OF MARK BRADI,EY CHILDRESS, OF VIRGINIA"
NOMINATED TO BD AMBASSAI}OR TO THE I.]NITED REPUB-
LIC OF TANZANIA
Mr. CHrloRnss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, Rank-

ing Member Flake, members of the committee, it's an honor to ap-
pear before you today as President Obama's nominee to be the Am-
bassador to the United Republic of Tanzania and the East African
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Community. I am humbled by the trust that President Obama and
Secretary Kerry have placed in me and, if confrrmed, I look forward
to further strengthening our relationship with Tanzania and broad-
ening our engagement with the EAC.

I would like to take a moment to acknowledge my wife, Kate, and
note with some chagrin that you \Mere much more eloquent in
thanking her, Mr. Chairman, than I was going to be. So I think we
will just put your comments in the record and move on.

I lived and worked in Africa on several occasions as far back as
the 1980s, and I have returned as often as possible. Should I be
confirmed, I believe my years of public service in both the executive
and legislative branches, my strong legal background, and my pre-
vious work overseas in Africa and in Australia assisting develop-
ment organizations provide me with the experience and the tools
necessary to carry out this important assignment.

Mr. Chairman, we are at an important juncture in our relation-
ship with Tanzania. Tanzania's Government, under the leadership
of President Kikwete, has embarked upon an ambitious economic
and political reform agenda. This agenda presents an opportunity
for the United States to move toward what President Obama has
described as a new model for Africa that builds capacity in coun-
tries like Tanzania based not just on aid and assistance, but on
trade and partnership.

In agriculture, in energy, and in many other areas, the best way
for Tanzania to achieve its own ambitious goals is to use public re-
sources to leverage private sector investments.

Tanzania's development also provides business opportunities for
both American and Tanzanian companies to expand trade between
Tanzania, the EAC, and the United States. If confirmed, I stand
ready to promote U.S. flrrms and I will work to ensure a level play-
ing field for U.S. interests.

Tanzania has significant natural gas reserves and it is important
that the United States contribute to its efforts to develop these re-
sources as rapidly and responsibly as possible. President Kikwete
has committed to increased accountability and regulatory reform in
the energy and power sectors, and the United States supports these
reforms because they are essential for an attractive environment
for private investment.

In addition, tourism provides approximately 14 percent of the
gross domestic product and an estimated $1.7 billion in revenue.
Unfortunately, poaching and wildlife trafficking threaten not only
this important contribution to the Tanzanian economy, but a
unique, natural legacy. If confìrmed, I am personally committed to
assisting Tanzania in combating these threats.

Our strategic objectives in Tanzania include promoting demo-
cratic institutions, supporting Tanzania's economic growth and pri-
vate sector development, working with Tanzania to tackle HIV-
AIDS, malaria, and other health challenges, promoting regional
stability, including Tanzania's peacekeeping efforts, and cooper-
ating on security threats such as terrorism, drug trafficking, and
piracy. As the chairman noted, the events in Nairobi are a stark
reminder of the importance of keeping our focus on counterter-
rorlsm.
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Today the partnership with Tanzania is as strong as ever and
President Obama's recent trip highlighted the successes already
achieved and the challenges that remain. Tanzania is one of only
four Partnership for Growth countries and it has committed to
jointly addressing constraints to broad-based economic develop-
ment. Tanzania receives assistance under almost everv Presi-
dential initiative, in addition to the recently announced Power Afri-
ca and Trade Africa. These programs can produce tangible and
lasting results.

For example, since the inception of PEPFAR the American people
have provided treatment to more than 405,000 Tanzanians. The
President's Malaria Initiative has been an important factor in help-
ing Tanzania to virtually eliminate malaria fram Zanzibar. And our
partnership with Tanzania under Feed the Future has helped
14,000 far"mers and we have seen rice yields in that prograrn in-
crease by 50 percent since it started.

Tanzania has recently successfully completed its frrst Millennium
Challenge Compact that was the largest awarded to date, almost
$700 million, a little bit larger than Morocco, which focused on

Looking ahead, Tanzania has its next election in 2015 and is cur-
rently in the process of constitutional reform that will further de-
fine individual rights and which will ultimately determine the
structure of the union between Zanzibat and the mainland. If con-
firmed, I will monitor these developments closely and promote a
democratic and peaceful process.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and the committee for conaidering
my nomination and look forward to answering any questions that
you have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Childress follows:]

PRspene¡ S'r¡rnupNr op M¡Rr B. Cr¡tr,nRess

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, and members of the committee, it is an
honor to appear before you today as President Obama's nominee to be Ambassador
to the United Republic of Tanzania and the East African Comntunitv (EACJ. I am
humbled by the trust and confidence that President Obama and Secretarv Kerry
have placei in me; and if confirmed, I look forward to further strer-rgtheíing our
relationship with Tanzania and broaclening our engagement with the EAC.

I would like to take â moment to acknowledge my wife, Kate, a t¡usiness execu-
tive, who also has worked in the governmentãnd'nonprôfit sectors, and whom I
wish to thank for her suppoit.

I lived and worked in Africa on several occasions as far back as the 1980s, and
I have returned as ofÌen as possible. Should I be confirmed, I believe my years of
public service, in both the executive and legislative branches, my strong lôgâl back:
ground, and my previous work overseas in Africa and in Australia assisiing develop-
ment and nonprofit organizations, provide me with the experience and tools nec-
essary to câ.rry out this important assignment.
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Mr. Chairrnan, I come before this committee at an important juncture in our rela-
tionship with Tanzania. Tanzania's Government, under the leadership of President
Kikwete, has embarked upon an ambitious economic and political reform agenda.
This agenda. a driving force for Tanzania's development, presents an opportunity for
the United States to nlove toward what President Obanra has described as a new
model for Africa that builds capacity in counfries like Tanzania, based not just on
aid and assistance, but on trade and partnership. In agricullure, energ:y, and many
other areas, the best way for Tanzania to achieve its own ambitious goals is to use
public resources to leverage private sector investments.

Tanzania's development also provides business opportunities for both American
and Tanzanian companies, and the recently announced Trade Africa is just one of
the platforms that can expand trade between Tanzania, the EAC, and the United
States. If confirmed, I stand ready to pronrote U.S. firms, and will work to ensure
a level playing field for U.S. interests.

Tanzania has significant natural gas reserves, and it is important that the United
States support. its efforts to develop these resources as rapidly and responsibly as
possible. President Kikwete has commitþd to increased accountability and regu-
latory reform in the energy and power sectors, and the United States supports these
reforms because they create an attractive environment for private investment.

In addition, tourism provides approximately 14 percent of the gtoss domestic
product and an estimated $1,.7 billion in revenue. Unfortunately, poaching and wild-
lif'e trafficking threaten not only this important contribution to the Tanzanian econ-
omy, but a unique, natural legacy. If confirmed, I am personally committed to
assisting Tanzania in combating these threats.

Our strategic objecrives in Tanzania include promoting democratic institutions;
supporting Tanzania's economic growth and private sector development; working
with Tanzania to tackle HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other health challenges; helping
Tanzania improve its schools, promoting regional stability, including Tanzania's
peacekeeping efforts throughout the region, and cooperating on securit¡r threats such
as terrorism, drug traffrcking, and piracy.

Today, the partnership with Tanzania is as strong as ever, and President Obama's
recent trip highlig'hted the successes aiready achieved and the opportunities and
challenges that remain. Tanzania is one of four Partnership for Growth countries
because of its demonstrated commitment to democratic governance and economic
freedom, and receives assistance under almost every Presidential initiative, includ-
ing: Feed the Future, Global Climate Change, and the Global Health Initiative
which includes the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) and the
President's lVlalaria Initiative, in addition to the recently announced Power Africa
and Trade Africa. These programs can produce tangible and lasting results. For
example, since the inception of PEPFAR the American people have provided treat-
ment to more than 405,000 Tanzanians and place<l more than 1.2 million into care
and support programs. Tanzania is close to eliminating malalia from Zanzibar. On
the mainland, where the mortality rate in children under 5 yeals has been reduced
by half, much of this progress is thought to be a result of gradually scaled-up
malaria control efforts. Our paltnership with Tanzania under Feed the Future has
helped 14,000 farmers apply improved technologies and management practices, con-
triliuting to a rice yield increase of 50 percent since the progrâm started. In addi-
tion, nutrition programs have reached over 96,000 children.

Tanzania has successfully completed its first Millennium Challenge Compact, the
Iargest awarded to date, which focused on building new roads, and increasing access
to wâter and electricity. ln order to ensure successfrrl completion ofall the projects,
Tanzania made a significant contribution of its own financial support. Tanzania was
found eligible for a second compact, and is developing its nerv project proposals.

Key to many of these successes is a transparent, denrocratic society that protects
rights and promotes tolerance. If confirmed, I will actively engage with Tañzania's
youth, and support their efforts to advance democratic values. This is essential, as
nearly 45 percent of the population is under age 15. I will utilize the Young African
Leaders lnitiative and othel exchanges to build relationships that will continue into
the future. I also will work with the"Government of Tanzania to continue to promote
human rights and the rule of law across all sectors. And, I will seek out opportuni-
ties to support Tanzania's traditions of religious and ethnic tolerance, which have
come under strain over the past several months.

Looking ahead, Tanzania has its next election in 2015, and is currently in the
process ofconstitutional reform that will further define individual rights, and which
will ultimately determine the structure of the union between Zanzibar and the
mainland. It is critical that Tanzania's constitutional process continues to be trans-
parent and includes consultations with civil society. If confirmed, I will ensure that
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we monitor these developments closely and promote a democratic and peaceful
nrocess_' Mr. Chairman, I thank you ând the committee for considering my nomination,
and look forward to answering any questions that you may have.

Senator Cooxs. Thank yon very much, Mr. Childress.
Mr. Daughton.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. DAUGHTON, OFARTZONA,
NOMINATED TO BE AMBASSADOR TO NAMIBIA

Mr. D¿ucnroN. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, mem-
bers of the committee, it is a great honor and privilege for me to
appear before you today as President Obama's nominee to be the
Ambassador to the Republic of Namibia. I appreciate the con-
frdence that the President and Secretary Kerry have shown in put-
ting my name forward for your considerâtion. If confirmed, I look
forward to working with this committee and the Congress to ad-
vance United States interests in Namibia.

I have spent a third of my 25 years in the Foreign Service work-
ing on the African Continent, including as Chargé d'Affaires in
Gabon more than 10 years ago. If confirmed, I very much look for-
ward to returning to Africa. In doing so, I will have the invaluable
support of my wife of 7 weeks, Melinda Burell, who I am delighted
to have with me here today along with her father, Steve.

U.S. relations with Namibia are strong and our two countries
share a firm commitment to democratic values. Since its independ-
ence in 1990, Namibia has stood as an example of stability and
good governance in southern Africa. Namibia has held several
democratic elections in its relatively short history and will conduct
elections for a new President next year.

One of the goals of the United States in Namibia is to see the
young country's democratic institutions continue to become strong-
er. If confìrmed, I will work with the Namibian Government and
civil society toward that goal.

The United States and Namibia also share an interest in increas-
ing economic growth and prosperity. For more than 20 years, Na-
mibia has worked hard to create jobs, attract foreign investment,
and scch advicc and assistancc to divcrsify its economy. A $SOS
million Millennium Challenge Corporation compact with Namibia
that will come to a close next year has targeted tourism and agri-
culture as sectors where gfowth can help decrease poverty and has
provided assistance to the education system in order to give more
Namibians the skills employers need to be competitive in the re-
gional economy.

Namibia has, however, one of the highest levels of income in-
equality in the world and education can help narrow that divide.

If I am confirmed, one of my priorities will be to ensure that the
implementation of the final phase of our MCC compact is effective
and has a lasting beneficial impact in Namibia.

Namibia also has a lS-percent HIV-AIDS prevalence rate among
adults and one of the highest tuberculosis case rates in the world.
Statistics from recent years reflect significant progress in tackling
both diseases and the United States continues to work actively
with Namibia to combat them. An important focus of the United
States effort is helping the Namibian Government to strengthen its
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health system to sustain treatment and prevention of these dev-
astating diseases as we work together to achieve an AIDS-free gen-
eration.

Namibia has been at the forefront of PEPFAR's efforts to move
its programs to a more sustainable response. The Namibian Gov-
ernment today funds more than half of the HIV-AIDS response
and has taken financial and supervisory responsibility for doctors,
nurses, and pharmacists previously supported by PEPFAR and the
Global Fund.

Namibia stands as a model in the region of a host country-led
HIV-AIDS response and a transitioning PEPFAR Program. If con-
firmed, I will do my utmost to make sure that our taxpayers' re-
sources continue to be used effectively in this joint effort.

There is also considerable potential for growth in trade between
Namibia and the United States. The Namibian C'overnment has
ambitious plans for expansion in the electricity generation and
transportation sectors, plans that should create significant opportu-
nities for American companies to sell their products. Trade goes
both ways, of course, and more exports from Namibia will help the
Namibian economy grow, thus increasing demand for goods and
servlces.

If confirmed, I look forward to promoting the efforts of United
States companies to do business with Namibia and making avail-
able the tools we can offer for Namibians to grow their own econ-
omy.

Namibia has the potential to emerge as a strong leader in south-
ern Africa. I welcome the opportunity to promote stronger diplo-
matic ties between our two nations and better mutual under-
standing among our peoples. If confirmed, I look forward to leading
a team committed to advancing our interests and to supporting one
of Africa's youngest nations as it tackles the challenges of develop-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, members of the com-
mittee, thank you again for the opportunity to appear before you
today. I will be happy to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Daughton follows:]

Pn¡p¡nnn StAlntvtex'r op Tnorres F. DeucnroN

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, and members of the committee, it is a
great honor and privilege to appear before you today as President Obama's nominee
to be the Ambassador to the Republic of Namibia. I appreciate the confidence that
the President and Secretary Kerry have shown in putting my name forward for your
consideration. IÊ confirnred, I look forward to working with this committee and the
Congress to advance U.S. interests in Namibia.

I have spent a third of my 25 yeai's in rhe Foreign Service working on the African
Continent, including as Chargé d'Affaires in Gabon in the early 2000s. Recent years
have taken me elsewhere in the world, but if confirmed, I very much look forward
to getting back to Africa. In doing so, I will have the invaluable support of my wife,
Melinda Burrell, who I am delighted to have here with me today.

U.S. relations with Namibia are strong, and our two countries share a ñrm com-
mitment to democratic values. Since its independence in 1"990, Namibia has stood
as an example of stability and good governance in southern Africa. Namibia has
held several democratic elections.in its relatively short history, and will conduct
elections for a new President next year. One of the goals of the United States in
Namibia is to see the country's yourrg democratic institutions continue to become
stronger. If confirrned, I will work with the Namibian Governnent and civil society
toward that goal.
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The United States and Namibia also share an interest in increasing economic
growth anrl prosperity. For more than 20 years, Namibia has worked haid to create
jotrs, attract foreign investment, and welcome advice and assistance as it works to
diversify its economy. 

^, 
S305 million Millen¡ium Challenge Corporation Compact

(MCC) with Namibiä that will come to a close next year häs targited tourismãnd
agriculture as sectors where growth can help decrease poverty, and has provided
assistance to the education system in order to give more Namibians the skills em-
ployers need to be competitive in the regional economy. Namibia has one of the
highest levels ofincome inequality in the world, and education can help narrow that
divide. In its firs[ 4 years. the MCC compact has helped Namibia bènefit from a
growing tourism industry, increase and improve its livestock production, and
improve its national education system. If I am confirmed, one of my priorities will
be to ensure that the implementatìon of the final phase of our MCC compact is
effective and has a lasting beneficial impact in Namibia.

Namibia has a 13-percent HIV/AIDS prevalence rate âmong adults and one of the
highest tubercuiosis case rates in the world. Statistics fuom recent years ref'lect sig-
nifrcant progress in tackling both of these interrelated diseases, and the United
States continues to work actively with Namibia to combat them. Namibia received
nearly $90 miliion in PEPFAR funds in FY 2012 and is included in the Global
Health Initiative. An important focus of the United States effort is helping the
Namibian Government to strengthen its health system to sustain treatnienf and
prevention of these devastating diseases as we work together to achieve an AIDS-
free genelation. Namibia has been at the forefront ofl PEPFAR's efforts to move its
prog"ams to a more sustainable response. Specifically, since 2004, the Namibian
Government, in collaboration with PEPFAR, has achieved major success in the
areas of preventing mother-to-child transmission, treatment coverage (80 percent),
human resources for health, and health financing. The Namibian Government today
funds over half of the HIV/AIDS response and has taken financial and supervisory
responsibility for doctors, n,rr"es, and pharmacists previously supported tyÞnefaÉ
and the Global Fund to Figtrt AIDS, 'Iuberculosis and Malaria. Nanribia stands as
one the models in the region of a host country-led HIV/AIDS response and a
transltlonlng PEPFAR Progt"ant. If confìrmed, I will do my utmost to mãke sure that
our taxpayers'resources continue to be used effectivelv in this effo¡t.

Therê ils consi¡lerable potnntial for growth in tra"rle hetween Namibia and the
United States. The Namibian Government has ambitious plans to increase elec-
tricity generation and transmission capacity throughout the country. It also plans
to expand the port at Walvis Bay and develop a trânsportation corridor to con¡ect
the port with neighboring countries. These effolts should provide significant oppor-
tunities for American companies to sell their products. Tláde goes both ways. More
exports from Namibia will help the Namibian econonry grow, thus increasing
demand for goods and ser-vices. If confirmed, I look forward to pronroting the effortÀ
of U.S,. companies,to do business with Namibia and making available fhe tools we
can offer for Namibians to grolil their economy.

Nanrit¡ia has the potential to emerge as a strong leader in southern Africa. I wel-
come the opportunity to promote stronger diplomatic ties between our two nations
arrd be[þr'lruLual urrderslarrdirrg äntong uur peoples. I look forward to leading a
team committed to advancing our interests and to supporting one of Africa's young-
est nations as it tackles the challenges of development

Mr. Chuirman, Ranking Member Flake, and menìbers of the conmittee, thank
you again.for the opportgnity to appear before you today. I will be happy to answer
any questìons you mlghf have.

Senator CooNs. Thank you, Mr. Daughton.
Mr. Harrington.

STATEMEIYT OF MATTTIEW T. HARRINGTON, OF VIRGINIA,
NOMINATED TO BE AMBASSADOR TO LESOTHO

Mr. HeRRrucroN. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, mem-
bers of the committee, I am honored to be considered for the posi-
tion of Ambassador to the Kingdom of Lesotho. I am grateful for
the confidence President Obama and Secretary Kerry have shown
in me by this nomination. If confirmed, I look forward to working
with this committee and the Congress in advancing United States
interests and supporting Lesotho in its efforts to stiengthen demo-
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cratic institutionS, reverse the HIV-AIDS pandemic, and achieve
sustainable broad-based economic growth.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank my family for their
support during this process. In particular, I would like to recognize
my father, Tracy Harrington, who traveled from Georgia to be with
me today. My mom and dad took me to Tanzania at the age of 1
and Zambia was I was 11. Those experiences instilled in me a re-
spect and fascination for other cultures and drew me to a career
in the Foreign Service.

I also appreciate the support of a number of good friends and col-
leagues who are here today.

I am excited by the opportunity to return to the continent where
I have spent much of my life, as a child, as a Peace Corps Volun-
teer, and as a Foreign Service officer. If confirmed, I will draw on
my knowledge of the region as well as the opportunities I have had
to lead interagency teams, oversee large PEPFAR Programs and
MCC Compacts, and design programs to encourage effective and
accountable governance. Those experiences will enhance my effec-
tiveness in working with the government and people of Lesotho to
shape what is in our mutual interests-a country that is stable,
healthy, and prosperous.

A democratic Lesotho is consistent with American interests and
contributes to regional stability. The United States remains a
strong supporter of Lesotho's efforts to consolidate the gains
achieved since the country's embrace of democratic governance in
the 1990s. The parliamentary elections of 2Al2 produced the coun-
try's first peaceful transfer of power between political parties since
independence and the establishment of its first coalition govern-
ment.

If confirmed, I will work in partnership with the Government of
Lesotho to continue to strengthen democratic institutions and help
ensure that the progress made so far is sustained.

One of Lesotho's biggest challenges is an HIV-AIDS adult preva-
lence rate of 23.6 percent, one of the world's highest. Lesotho has
demonstrated a strong commitment to fighting this scourge, which
has devastated the country's social and economic fabric. The gov-
ernment covers half the cost of the total HIV-AIDS response, while
most external support comes from PEPFAR and the Global Fund.
As a result, the country has made substantial progress. Sixty per-
cent of adults who require treatment now receive antiretroviral
therapy, or ART, while more than half of HfV-positive women,
pregnant women, receive ART to prevent transmission of HIV to
their children.

These interventions, along with the recently launched medical
circumcision campaign, are critical in reducing the incidence of new
infections. If confirmed, I will focus on promoting the continued ex-
pansion of these key elements of the HIV-AIDS response.

As the largest bilateral donor to Lesotho, the United States plays
a pivotal role in helping promote economic development in a corrn-
try whose government is strongly committed to improving the lives
of its citizens. This month marked the end of the 5-year implemen-
tation period for Lesotho's $362.5 million MCC compact. Through
this partnership, Lesotho is realizing significant improvements to
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its water and sanitation systems, health care infrastructure, and
investment climate.

As a sign of its substantial commitment, the Government of Le-
sotho pledged $150 million of its own funds to cover additional
costs associated with compact projects.

If confirmed, I will work with the Government of Lesotho to en-
sure that MCC investments are sustained and benefit as many
Basotho as possible.

Finally, Lesotho is a shining example of how AGOA stimulates
economic growth. AGOA has spurred a vibrant textile and apparel
industry that is the nation's largest private sector employeï and
sub-Saharan Africa's largest exporter of garments to the United
States. Lesotho is also the most improved country in Africa in the
World Bank's most recent "Doing Business" report, due in part to
reforrns implemented under the MCC compact.

The country continues to face substantial economic challenges,
however. If confrrmed, I will work to encourage the Government of
Lesotho to continue policy and legislative reforms necessary to pro-
mote sustainable economic growth, empower Basotho entre-
preneurs, and attract foreign investment. I will also engage with
the American business community to ensure U.S. companies are
aware of investment opportunities in Lesotho.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you again
for the opportunity to appear before you today. I welcome any ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Harrington follows:]

Pssp.qns¡ SrerurvrnN't o¡' M¿,rr:gtw T. Hennuvetow

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, and members of the committee, I am hon-
oretl to be consideretl for the position of United States Ambassador to the Kingdom
of Lesotho. I am srateful for ihe confidence President Obama and Secretarv Relw
have shown in mð by this nonrination. lf conñrmed, I look forward to workihg witfr
this committee and the Conqress in advancing U.S. interests and supporting Leso-
t}to in its efforts to strengtÌ,en_democratic in-stitutions, reverse its ÊIÏV/AIÕS epi-
demic, and achieve sustainãble, broad-based economic growth.

At the outset, I want to recognize and thank my father, Tracy Harrington, who
traveled from C'eorgia to be with me today. My mom and dad toòk me to-Tanzania
at the age of I and later to Zambia when I was 11. Those enlightening experiences
instilledln me a respect for other cultures and drew me to a cäreer iñ the Foreisn
Service. I also appreäiate the support of friends and colleagues who are here iodáy.

I am 
^excite.d^ 

by the opportunity_to return to_the continent where I have. spent
nruch of my life-as a child, as a Peace Corps Volunteer, and as a Foreign Sei-vrce
ofiicer. If' confirmed, I will draw on my knowledge of the region, as well as the
opportunities I have had to lead interagency teams, oversee large PEPFAR Pro-
grams and MCC Compacts, and design programs to encourage effective and account-
able governance. Those experiences will enhance mv effectiveness in workins with
the dovernment and peopìe of Lesotho to shape what is in our mutual intãrests:
a country that is stable, healthy, and prosperous.

A democratic Lesotho is consistent with American interests and contributes to
regional stability. The United States remains a strong supporter of Lesotho's efforts
to-consolidate tlie gains achieved since the country's ämb^räce of democratic govern-
ance in the 1990s. The parlianrentarv elections of 2012 produced the countrv's first
peaceful transfer of power between- political parties since independence ãnd the
establishment of its first coalition government. If confirmed. I will work in partner-
ship with the Government of Lesotho to continue to strengthen democratic-institu-
tions and help ensure that the progress made so far is sustained.

One of Lesotho's sreatest challenses is an HIV/AIDS adult orevalence rate of 23.6
perceni, one of the -world's highest.-Lesotho has demonstrated a strong commitment
to fighting this scourge, which has devastated the country's social and economic fab-
ric. The government covers half the cost of the total HIViAIDS response, while most
external support comes fTom PEPFAR and the Global Fund. As a rèsult, the country
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has made substantial progress. Sixty percent of adults who require treatment now
receive antiretroviral therapy (ART), while more than half of HlV-positive pregnant
women receive ART to prevent transmission of HIV to their children. These inter-
verrtions, along with a recently launched medical male circumcision campaign, are
critical in reducing the incidence of new infections, trut they must be expanded. If
confirmed, I will focus on promoting the continued expansion of these key elements
of the HMAIDS response.

As the largest bilateral donor to Lesotho, the United Staæs plays a pivotal role
in helping promote economic developnrent in a country whose government is
strongly committed to improving the lives of its citizens. This month marked the
end oT-the 5-year implementatión period for Lesotho's $362.5 million Millennium
Challenge Corporation Conrpact. Through this partnership, Lesotho is realizing sig-
rrificant improvements to its water and sanitation systems, health care infrastruc-
ture, and investnlent climate. As a sign of its substantial commitment, the Govern-
ment, of Lesotho pledged $150 million of its own funds to cover additional costs asso-
ciated with compact projects. If confirmed, I will work with the Government of Leso-
tho to ensure that MCC investments are sustained and benefit as many Basotho as
possible.

Lesotho is a shining example of how AGOA stimulates economic growth. AGOA
has spurred a vibrant textile and apparel industry that is the nation's largest pri-
vate sector employer and sub-Saharan Africa's largest exporter of garments to the
United States. Lesotho was also the most improveil country in Afriôa in the World
Bank's most recent Doing Business report, due in part to reforms implemented
under the iVICC Compact. The country continues to face substantial economic chal-
lenges, however. If confirmed, I will work to encourage the Government of Lesotho
to continue policy and legislative reforms necessary to promote sustainable economic
growth, enrpower Basotho entrepreneurs, and attract foreigrr investment. I will also
engage with the American business community to ensure U.S- companies are aware
of investment opportunities in Lesotho.

lVIr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you again for the oppor-
tunity to appear before you today. I welcome any questions.

Senator Cootts. Thank you very much, Mr. Harrington.
We will start with 7-minute rounds, if we might, since we have

three interested members of the committee and others who may
join us.

Thank you for your willingness to serve. As we heard at the
opening of each of your personal statements, it is either your par-
ents, your spouses, or both who have inspired in you a passion for
service in the continent of Africa, a passion for public service, are
going to sustain you in the service, God willing, that lies ahead.

Let me start with something that Mr. Childress said, but that I
think sets â theme across all four of you and across all seven of
the countries that \rye are discussing today. Mr. Childress, yon men-
tioned that Tanzania offers a new model for Africa, our relationship
with Tanzania, that builds capacity based not just on aid and as-
sistance, but on trade and paúnership.

You are going to be accredited not just to the United Republic
of Tanzania, but also the East African Community. Each of these
fbur countries are countries where the Millennium Challenge Cor-
poration, MCC, compact is either just concluding, is in the middle
of being execlrted, they are on the threshold of their second com-
pact, but where it has played a very central role in economic devel-
opment and in creating the conditions for significant economic
growth.

Please talk in turn each, if you would, about how you intend to
focus on-and each of you spoke compellingly about it-how you in-
tend to focus on strengthening the United States economic partner-
ship with the countries in which you may be representing us? What
are the tools that yol1 most need? How can we strengthen the
MCC? There are more compacts represented just amongst the
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countries, the seven of you may be representing us at, than there
is funding in the MCC at the moment. Given your previous experi-
ence supervising MCC compacts and teams, how would you advise
us to strengthen it?

Last, are we doing enough to engage the diaspora community
within the United States, which is one of our unique competitive
advantages over, for example, the Chinese or Indian or Russian or
Brazilian or other investors who are seeking a larger role in the
countries that you would seek to represent us in? Has the United
States done as much as we could to harness the real skills and
abilities of the diaspora community in the United States in terms
of entrepreneurship and engagement?

So how will you as Ambassador advocate for a stronger United
States role with Morocco, Tanzania, Namibia, and Lesotho? Please,
Mr. Bush.

Mr. BusH. Mr. Chairman, thank you for that question. As you
know, we have had a very longstanding, very close relationship
with Morocco since they recognized us in 1777. The reìationship
has various aspects that range flom coordination of military to co-
ordination of antiterrorism activities, but is significantly toward
building an economic base that is sustainable and creates opportu-
nities for the Moroccan people.

lt is my view that our ability to help them to develop in a way
that they can sustain themselves as one of the most important
things we can do. I am a businessman by background and training.
I am very familiar with taking a long-term view on putting in place
sl,rategic irritiatives lhal sarr play out over an extended period of
time.

The Millennium Challenge compact that we signed will complete
at the end of this month. The initial indications are that it has
been a very successful program. We have been engaged in agricul-
tural activities. We have helped to train artisans. IVe have helped
to develop the fìshing industry. We have helped small business peo-
ple to develop their businesses.

One of my priorities if I am confirmed is to work closely with the
Moroccan Government; to work closely with our colleagues in the
Business Council, the Chamber of Commerce; to work with those
companies that appear to have business that is attractive to the
Moroccan people. We need to frnd a way to help them to sustain
themselves.

One of the things I will advocate after looking at the review of
the Millennium campaign is to look at what the next phase should
be. I do not anticipate we will go at the same industries. I think
we should expand our focus there. But that is going to be one of
my priorities.

The free trade agreement that we have with Morocco has been
very successful. Since it went into effect in 2007, U.S. trade with
Morocco has grown by almost 400 percent. Moroccan trade with the
United States has grown by 150 percent. My view, my personal
view, is that we need to continue to push the free trade agreement
in a way that allows us to export more products, but also we need
to be mindful that the relationship has to go the other way as well.
So one of the things I will do if confirmed is to help the Moroccan
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Business Council to identify additional products that they should
be exporting to the United States.

Also I want to help to make sure that they have the right type
of infrastructure in place that promotes trade. There are still some
issues with transparency. We need to work more closely with them
to have in place a business regime that is as transparent and open
as it can be.

Senator Cooxs. Thank you, Mr. Bush. Moroccan clementines
make up a sigrrificant percentage of our Port of Wilmington busi-
ness, so it is of particular interest to me. A delegation from Dela-
ware is about to go to Morocco to pursue strengthening that rela-
tionship further.

Mr. Childress, the nation of Tanzania offers a very wide range
ofopportunities and challenges in strengthening our relationship in
the EAC as well.

Mr. CnrloRpss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think it sort of
comes down from my perspective to answer the variety of questions
that you have asked by power, because whoever has looked at the
situation in Tanzania-as you kno1v, Tanzania has enjoyed signifi-
cant growth, 6-to-7 percent a year, but it has not gotten translated
into the kind of economic development that you would expect.

So the MCC folks took a look at this and they said, look, the big
constraint we see is power. The Partnership for Growth folks took
a look at it and they said the biggest constràint is power. The Tan-
zanians on "Big Results Now" took a look at what the biggest con-
straint was and it was power. So clearly there is sort of a twofold
challenge, I think.

One is the immediate demands that Power Africa is trying to
meet, which is sort of transmission-based, how do we look at places
where the pickle jar is loose and we just need to take those extra
few steps. I think, as you know, the Tanzanians identified several
dozen of these sorts of programs, both distribution, poltrer, et
cetera. I think in the short term that is a huge opportunity for
American businesses, particularly if we can make sure they have
open tender processes and transparent bidding, and that is critical
because it has to be on the level.

But in the longer term the real answer here, as you know, Mr.
Chairman-we have talked about this. A country that has less
than 20 percent of its country with electrifrcation and a significant
portion of that coming frop .eryelggncy power, whic\ is -incredibly^expensive-in some cases it is jet fuel--+annot sustain the kind of
economic development that they have as part of their ambition.

So I think American companies can help in the immediate term,
and then in the longer term-and this is, as you knol, what the
MCC second compact really is all about-you have to have funda-
mental structural reforms in the energy and power sector. That is
also another opportunity for us.

So I sort of feel as if one hands off to the other. I think that there
are a plethora of challenges, but to me that one is one that I think
answers both your questions.

By the way, on the diaspora thing, I have to tell you I do not
think from my sense that we do at all what we need to do in Africa.
I talked to some of my colleagues who are ambassadors in Europe.
I am incredibly impressed at the programs that they use, both the
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direct line programs, but the stuff that they do. I think we all have
to be more creative about that because I think that is a real un-
tapped reserve.

Senator Cooxs. Thank you, Mr. Childress.
Mr. Daughton.
Mr. D¿ucnro¡¡. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you know, Na-

mibia is a large country with a very small population and as a re-
sult, among other things, I think has no diaspora in the United
States to speak of. But it nonetheless offers, I think, opportunities
that have not yet been fully exploited for the United States. We
have focused most of our attention, to be honest, on HIV-AIDS re-
lief and on the environment in Namibia over the last f5 or 2A
years.

When you look at what Namibia appears to be poised to do at
this point in terms of its own internal development, I think that
is where the opportunities lie. I mentioned they are looking at
some signi{icant expansion in power generation because, like Tan-
zania, they need more electricity. They are also looking at devel-
oping the Walvis Bay port, with the idea that it might serve as a
regional entrepot for materials going into a larger market. I think
both of those areas offer opportunities for American business.

The U.S. Trade and Development Agency had a reverse trade
mission here just a couple weeks ago looking at the power genera-
tion sector. That seems to have attracted quite a bit of interest on
the part of the Namibian participants.

I think for my puTposes, in terms of what I can do in addition
to seeking to promote those opportrrnities, Namibia has also not
kept up with some of its neighbors in terms of advertising itself as
an attractive place to invest and do business. I do not think the sit-
uation has gotten worse, but it has not gotten any better, and a
number of their neighbors have gotten better in the process, which
makes them look worse.

So one of the things that I will be looking to do is work with
them to see if they can streamline the investment process for busi-
nesses that are interested in setting up, even domestic businesses,
because in the end the most important thing for them economically
at this point is creating an employment for their huge youth bub-
ble. That is what the MCC compact that ends next year has been
aimed at doing and I think it is made some signifrçant progress in
that respect. But there is a l<¡t of work left to be done.

Senator Coo¡¡s. Thank you, Mr. Daughton.
Mr. Harrington, if you would speak also specifically to AGOA as

the country that is sort of the poster child for success.
Mr. H¡nnrmcîoN. Absolutely. Mr. Chairman, AGOA has done ex-

actly what it was intended to do in Lesotho. It has generated a vi-
brant textile industry, it has generated 36,000 jobs. It is the largest
private sector employer. Most of those working in the textile indus-
try in Lesotho are women, so that it is a good news story.

I think the challenge-I see two challenges going forward if con-
frrmed. One is working with the Government of Lesotho to create
the kind of environment that is attractive to the private sector and
to foreign direct investment. That was one of the key elements of
the MCC compact and there has been some progress made under
the compact. It is easier now, for example, to register a business.
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It is much quicker to do that. It is easier to register and sell prop-
erty as well.

There is more work to be done in terms of ensuring better access
to credit and that is an area that I would pay attention to if con-
firmed.

I think the down side of the AGOA success story is that there
really needs to be more economic diversification. the economy re-
lies heaviìy on textiÌe exports, SACU customs receipts, remittants
from Basotho working in South Africa. So there really needs to be
a broadening of the economy. That is an issue that the government
has recognized as a challenge, and if confirmed I would work to ad-
dress that.

One of the ways I would do that I think-as a colleague men-
tioned, Lesotho could do a much better job of marketing some of
the opportunities for American business. I will mention just three
quickly.

The area of agriculture-8O percent of the country is involved in
agriculture, most of that at the subsistence level. But there are
some real opportunities in commercial agriculture, aquaculture,
horticulture for instance.

The second sort of major opportunity I think for U.S. business is
in the area of tourism. Lesotho is the only country in the world en-
tirely above 1,000 meters above sea level. It is a pristine environ-
ment for things like ecotourism, for things like competitions at high
altitudes, for athletes, elite athletes who want to train in high alti-
tudes. The challenge is they do not have the kinds of facilities nec-
essary to attract those kinds of activities.

The third major category is renewable energ'y. Lesotho currently
meets about 80 percent of its energy needs through hydropower.
They are about to build another dam next year. So that percentage
is going to expand. They are also looking at the possibility of build-
ing a wind farm. So in the not too distant future Lesotho may meet
all of its energy needs completely through renewable sources.

So I think there are some real opportunities there for U.S. busi-
ness, and we will use things like direct line and bidding systems
to get that word out.

Senator Cooxs. That is tremendous. Thank you.
Thank you, all four, and I appreciate Senator Flake's forbearance

with my pursuing one question.
Senator Flexo. No, no problem.
Mr. Harrington, I would expect that you will be entering the Ma-

rine Corps Marathon on your return after all that high-altitude
training.

I did travel to Lesotho several years ago and was struck by, one,
the success of AGOA. Textile factories, as you mentioned, are quite
signifrcant. Levi is there and others. But the need for diversifica-
tion is certainly there, and so I hope that you are successful in
helping them broaden their economy.

Mr. Daughton, with regard to investment in Namibia, there is
significant Chinese investment going on in the mining sector. Do
you want to address that, and is that an area that perhaps we
could look for some more U.S. interests?

Mr. Deucsro¡¡. Thanks, Senator. It is an interesting issue be-
cause the Chinese appear at the moment to be investing primarily
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in the uranium sector for their own use, which makes a certain
amount of sense because I think they are trying to secure stable
soulces of things like uranium.

There has not been, for various reasons as far as I can tell, much
interest on the part of U.S. mining frrms to doing business in Na-
mibia. My impression is it is primarily because the South Africans
have had such a tight hold on the market traditionally. I think
there are probably opportunities there, but I have yet to run across
any American mining firms that are expressing current interest,
though I would be happy to try to frnd some and promote it.

Senator Fr,¿rp. Well, good.
I know that tourism is obviously important to the country, and

I would love to see more U.S. tourism there, ecotourism. One thing
that struck me back at the time, I think Namibia has one of the
largest populations of cheetahs in the world in the wild. We have
had Americans there helping them with their program, particularly
with conservation and keeping the population healthy on private
ranch land and what-not. So that I think there are other opportuni-
ties with regard to tourism, and I hope that the country will pursue
those.

Mr. Childress, with regard to the po$/er initiati.ves, you men-
tioned that your effort would be to see that there are tangible bene-
fi.ts from these initiatives, the U.S. programs. What kind of tan-
gible benefits in the end with regard to the power initiative can you
see in terms of percentage of the population that has access to
power? \Mhat tangible benefrts are you looking for?

Mr. CnrloRESs. One of the things I think, Senator, that is inter-
esting about the Tanzanians "Big Results Now" effort is that one
of l,he Lhirrgs l,hal, l,hey have adopted-and I think some of this has
come, frankly, frorn the success of our USAID programs and other
programs with the Tanzanians, is that they have been very clear
about sort of setting metrics and saying, these are our deadlines
about how we want to achieve things.

So they, actually, as part of this "Big Results Now," for the next
3 years they have 29 specific projects. I think their ultimate goal
is to try to get frem, a$ I said, less than 20 percent of the popu-
lation with electricity to 34 percent in that period of time. That is
incredibly ambitious, obviously, but I think it is important that as
we get involved with them, that we apply the same sort of set of
standards and metrics that we have applied in our assistance to as-
sisting them to get the private sector in.

I will also say, by the way, that one of the things that I am really
concerned about-well, interested, challenged about-is that we
have a number of companies, GE, other U.S. companies, that are
very familiar with the terrain in Tanzania and are very enthusi-
astic about their opportunities there, but I think there are going
to be a number of other companies that have not really thought
about it. One of the jobs that I would have if confirmed, I think
is to try to identify that next layer of companies, because there are
enormous opportunities, but it is not necessarily a place where
American companies other than some of the ones I have mentioned
have made a recourse to have as one of their standard sort of
places to operate.
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I think it will present, particularly as these new natural gas re-
serves come on line, it will present new opportunities, but not if we
are not there.

Senator Ft ¿xn. Right.
Mr. Bush, you mentioned the cooperation oveÍ a long period of

time between Morocco and the United States. One of the most
fruitful parts of our relationship is in the area of the war on ter-
rorism-intelligence-gathering. How important is that in the future
and what will you do to continue to foster that relationship?

Mr. Busn. Thank you, Senator. I think that with all that is going
on to our neighbors to the east, it would be very naive for us to
think that we are somehow insulated from the issues in the region.
So with that in mind, what I know about Morocco and our partner-
ship is that they have worked very closely with us on counterter-
rorism issues. They are members of the Counterterrorism Forum.
They have aggressively pursued cells in their country. Over the
last 12 months or sHxcuse me-since 2AL2 they have shut down
four significant al-Qaeda cells in their country.

In the future, I think that we need to continue to work very
closely with them on a cross-agency basis to make sure that we are
helping them to have infrastructure in place to address this issue
on an ongoing basis.

Senator FI,exe. Thank you.
Back to southern Africa for a minute. I was able to be in Na-

mibia during those first elections in 1989 and the drafting of the
constitution in 1990 and to watch that independence process and
to see them go through several elections since that time. It has
been heartening to see that.'We look just a couple countries away in Zimbabwe, where we
have not had that experience. The poor Zimbabwean people have
been through it over the past couple of decades. One thing that has
been disappointing I think to all of us is that regional organiza-
tions, in particular SADC and the African Union, have not spoken
out more forcefully and more on the side of democracy.

I would hope that-and we talked about this in our previous
meeting. I would hope that yorl can impress on the governments
that you will be representing us in, or with, the importance of not
living up to some artifrcially high standard that we have set, but
living up to their own documents, their own charters, with regard
to SADC or the AU that they have maintained as a high standard
that all of them will live up to. I can tell you, I think everyone
knows that that was not the case with Zimbabwe in this last elec-
tion.

As we consider trade agreements, concessionary trade agree-
ments and what-not, that is an important thing that these coun-
tries that make representations to us with regard to compacts and
charters and documents that they have set and signed and believe
in, that they live up to them. So I hope that you will impress upon
those governments the importance of doing that. I think that that
will go a long way in Zimbabwe if we have other countries putting
the right kind ofpressure there.

So thank you. Thank you all.
Senator Coo¡ts. Senator Kaine.
Senator K¡wn. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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To the nominees before us, congratulations. You have had distin-
guished careers and this is a major step you are each undertaking,
and you come to the task well-qualified.

I want to focus my questions on Morocco. I am the chair of a dif-
ferent subcommittee of FRC and Arab North Africa is part of the
Committee on the Near East, South and Central Asian Affairs. So,
Mr. Bush, I am very excited about the relationship we have and
atrout the opportunity that Morocco presents. Even though I think
we are doing a lot with Morocco, I still do not think as a nation
that we are doing enough to really demonstrate the opportunity.

A nation that has been an ally of the United States since the
I770s, that is a predominantly Muslim nation, with a King who is
a direct descendant of Mohammed, that has a strong track record
of supporting the rights of religious minorities, that has done an
awful lot in recent years to promote democratic reforrns, including
increased inclusion of women in civic life and political office, and
that has an economy that is very oriented around trade-the free
trade agreement with the United States is but one of the trade
agreements that Morocco has struck with nations around the
world-I think ofïers a wonderful opportunity for us to spotlight
what Morocco is doing and hold it up as an example in a part of
the world that needs good examples.

Their orientation toward the West, Europe, and the United
States, toward Africa, especially Francophone Africa, and toward
the Middle East makes it a very pivotal player. I think that the
opportunity that you will have is a remarkable one.

Could you talk a little bit about the current status of-I think
the one issue that is often a point of at least some contention be-
tween the United States and Morocco is the status of the western
Sahara, and what is the current status of that sort of in the United
Nations? And what is the right way for the United States to play
a helpful role, but not kind of overplay our involvement in that
issue?

Mr. BusH. Senator, thank you so much for that question. The
western Sahara remains a very complicated story, if you will. The
interests of various parties are involved-the Morrrccan people, the
Sahari people. It is indeed very complicated. It is also an area in
which there are human rights issues that we all have to think
through.

The position of the Obama administration is the sarne as it has
been for the last five administrations, which is to support and em-
brace U.N. Security Resolutions 20-44 and 20-99 and to support
the personal envoy, former Ambassador Chris Ross', efforts to en-
gage on our behalf. There has not been a change in that approach
and my expectation is that we will continue to work through the
United Nation on that matter.

But you should know that if I am confirmed, trying to support
a resolution on western Sahara will be one of my top priorities.

Senator Kenqn. One of the concerns I have about the status of
the western Sahara, Mr. Bush, is with the rise of al-Qaeda and ter-
rorism in north Africa, a disputed border that is a little bit poten-
tially porous from South Africa north, presents some real chal-
lenges, and I would not be surprised if some of the al-Qaeda oper-
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ations in Morocco that you described earlier have been benefited by
a border that is somewhat in dispute.

So while 20 years ago the disputed border might not have had
such significant impact, I would say now it is something that I just
hope that we will keep a very close eye on, because that may actu-
ally change what the United States posture should be if that dis-
puted border is one that is exploited by terrorists, especially those
that are connected with al-Qaeda. So that is something that over
time I would look forward to talking to you more about and folks
in the State Department as well.

Then a related issue. Because part of the complication in western
Sahara is the relationship between Morocco and Algeria, what do
you see that you might be able to do in the role of Ambassador to
Morocco to be a bridge-builder in your way?

Mr. BusH. Sure. Thank you, Senator. You know, I speak to my
colleagues, potential colleagues, in Morocco; they make some inter-
esting observations. Observation No. 1 is that every day there are
flights from Casablanca to Algiers that are filled with business peo-
ple going back and forth. At the same time, we have a border that
has been closed and there does not appear to be any sign that that
is likely to be opened in the near term.

It is in the mutual best interests of both of those countries to
'ú/ork, I believe, more closely together. It is an opportunity to build
a regional economic base that can help them to shore up their de-
fenses against external forces like al-Qaeda cells that could come
and affect both of the countries as well.

If I am confirmed for this position, working with our colleagues
across the State Department, working with the Moroccan Govern-
ment, working with my colleague, the Ambassador to Algeria, I
would expect to be actively engaged in trying to find solutions for
those problems.

Senator Kerxn. Thank you, Mr. Bush.
Just frnally, I hope that one of the things that you might do in

your capacity is to really spotlight the issues of the protection of
religious minorities in Morocco and also the growing inclusion of
women in political office in Morocco. Some of the recent political re-
forms have really advanced that, because I think both of those
trends are really good examples that can be, I think, articulated in
a more dramatic way, in a neighborhood where both religious lib-
erty and the inclusion of women in political life are not what we
would hope, but the fact that there is home-grown examples of it
working in a positive way is something that we should spotlight.

I appreciate your testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Senator CooNs. Thank you, Mr. Kaine. Thank you for your

strong interest and for your joining us today and for your leader-
ship of the subcommittee.

We are honored to be joined by Senator Durbin, whose schedule
in his leadership role is quite demanding. So I am grateful he is
taking some time today to introduce Ambassador-nominee, Mr.
Bush, who is also from East St. Louis and has acquitted himself
wonderfully so far. But I look forward to your introduction and
questions.
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STATEMENT OF HON. RICIIARD J. DI.]RBIN,
U.S. SENATOR F'ROM ILLINOIS

Senator Dunerx. It reminds me of when you are on an airplane
and the flight attendant says as you are about to land: Let me be
the frrst to welcome you. I thought you were on the plane with me.
ll,aughter.l

To the entire panel: Thank you very much for being here.
My apologies to the committee. Something is going on on the

floor today and I just learned about it-no, it has been going in an-
ticipation of some important business on the floor and I was tied
up for a little while.

But my special apologies to Mr. Bush and his family, but I do
want to take a moment to acknowledge a little bit about your back-
ground that I think is an indication of why this was such a good
selection by the President to have you represent us in Morocco.

I do not know ifyou are from a suburb ofSt. Louis where I grew
up or the actual city of St. Louis, but we are from the same region,
and I thank you. I know that your wife, Antoinette, is here with
you today. Are your children, Jacqueline and Dwight here as well?
Glad that they have joined you. And your special guest, your moth-
er, Jessie Bush, is here. Thank you so much for being with us
today.

Your son has brought experience as a CFO and CEO in a variety
of different companies, which I will enter into the record here, but
in the interest of time will not list specifically. A trustee of his
alma mater, Cornell; and a special interest in Africa, including
many visits to Morocco, South Africa, Tanzania, Rwanda in busi-
ness and philanthropic endeavors.

We have many important sharerJ interests in Moroeco. I know
that you are going to-you have already answered some questions
on the subject, and I know that you are going to represent the
United States very well, and I am honored to be here and say a
word on your behalf.

Now, Mark Childress is another person I have known and
worked with for many, many years with Senator Daschle's staff
and beyond. Mark, I know of your passionate interest in Africa and
I am sure that you are going to be an excellent choice in your rep-
resentation; and to the others as well.

I would like to ask one general question of all of you, and start
with Mr. Bush. When I visit Africa, time and again the thing I
hear is the increasing in{luence of China on the continent of Africa,
the involvement of the Chinese in so many different economic ac-
tivities, investments. They are in fact-I use this word advisedly-
insinuating themselves in local economies in a major way.

They believe, I think, that China is not only a growing economic
possibility, but also a good resource of energy and raw materials,
and they send many Chinese workers into countries in Africa and
establish a long-term presence in that regard.

I would like to ask each of you, if you could, to comment on this
phenomenon as you have observed it, or maybe even disagree with
my premise. But what do you think about China in Africa?

Mr. Bush.
Mr. BusH. Thank you, Senator, for that question. Also, may I

thank you also for your kind words of support. May I also acknowl-
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edge that I am aware that now that you are here there are at least
two St. Louis Cardinals baseball fans in the room.

Senator DuRgrN. And we are in real trouble.
Mr. Busu. And that brings me a great joy because I continue to

be a Redbird fan.
Mr. Senator, with respect to Morocco, it is my understanding

that China has not been actively engaged in many economic activi-
ties in the country as of yet. Hovrever, I would say that I would
share your concern about the growing influence that they are hav-
ing on the continent, and I think that we should be cognizant of
that and we should therefore be cognizant that we €an have an im-
pact on these countries as well by being perhaps a little more forth-
right and aggressive in helping these countries from an economic
perspective as well.

Senator DuRs¡N. Mr. Childress.
Mr. CnrloRESs. Tanzania is a little unusual in the sense that, as

you know, China for many decades was in Tanzania, almost to the
exclusion of the United States because of socialism and so forth. In
some tryays, one might argue that the d¡mamic is reversing signifi-
cantly, because the Tanzanians are looking more and more to the
United States. This is true, by the way, not only of business, but
also with the military and police and training and so forth.

President Kikwete spoke to this actually just a little while ago
and made the point that, you know, look, China is going to be here.
He, interestingly, adverted mainly to the sort of biìateral develop-
ment programs, the stadiums and that sort of thing that China
does, but made the point that United States companies bring tech-
nology and expertise that is unique to America as distinct from
China.

I think that is an important point. First of all, it is very impor-
tant it is in their consciousness. But I also think, and I mentioned
this earlier, it is vital that we have open and transparent bid proc-
esses because to the extent that processes are on the level our
American companies are going to be more than able to compete. I
think that from my perspective, if I were confirmed, that is some-
thing I would be very focused on as a practical response to your
question.

Senator DuRerN. Mr. Daughton.
Mr. Deucnrox. Thank you, Senator. Namibia and China have a

longstanding relationship that dates from the age when the Na-
mibian, the current Namibian leadership was a liberation move-
ment in southern Angola. And Namibia has an important trade re-
lationship with China that actually benefits Namibia. It is one of
their largest export markets, which makes it a slightly different dy-
namic than I think you see in other parts of Africa.

At the same time, the Namibians do not appear to be slavish to
their relationship with the Chinese. President Pohamba recently
publicly criticized Chinese employers in Namibia for their treat-
ment of Namibian workers. So I think my impression is that the
Namibians have a fairly wide-eyed or open-eyed view of what the
Chinese are interested in and see their relationship with China as
economically important to them.
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I do not think it is a threat to us, however, because the Chinese
are interested as much in the extractive industries there as any-
thing else.

Senator Dunsrx. Mr. Harrington.
Mr. H¡RRr¡¡GToN. Senator, thank you for the question. China has

one of fìve bilateral diplomatiq missions in Lesotho. It i.s a very
srnall diplomatic community. The bilateral reìationship between
China and Lesotho is an active and a positive one. Chiná's interest
in Lesotho seems primarily in the realm of diplomatic relationships
an! !n funding the construction of large government buildings.I do not see them in Lesotho as really undermining our- ability
to advance our national interests. We continue to be the major bi-
lateral donor i¡ Lesotho and our focus in working with the Govern-
ment of Lesotho is on the building of a democratic, accountable
government, which has certainly not been China's focus in Lesotho.

Senator Dunerx. Thank you.
After I had met with the late President of Ethiopia, who raised

this issue with me, I came back and called together all of the agen-
cies I could think of in Washington that deal with Africa-they are
pretty obvious-brought them all into one room. I think it is unfair
to say it is the first time they have met, but they clearly had not
spent much time together thinking about a coordinated stratery of
the United States on a continent that is growing in importancè by
the day.

We have passed out of this committee a recommendation to move
toward a ne\4/ export goal for Africa and it has been bottled up on
the floor by some who think we should have no government in-
volvement in this. China does not think that, and I hope that we
will be more forward-leaning, not just in promoting valrres hrrt also
in promoting economic relations with many countries in Africa that
you represent.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Cooxs. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Murphy.
Senator Munprry. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you to our panel. You are all eminently qualified, about

to cmbark on a wondcrful journey for you and your families, and
I look forward to your swif't and timely confirmation.

I really have only one comment that maybe will prompt a re-
sponse from you, Mr. Bush. I have spent some time in Morocco. I
hope to be back there later this year and look forward to seeing you
there. Of course, TVe are all struck by the relative stability that Mo-
rocco has enjoyed in a region and latitude that has seen a lot of
strife over the past several years.

I guess I just ask you to pay attention to one phenomenon. You
may have already talked about this and I apologize. But the JCO,
which is the Islamic Justice and Charity Organization, in Morocco
is in a lot of ways very unlike the Muslim Brbtherhood, but it does
represent sort of the largest grassroots opposition to the King.
Again, though the parallels certainly are not complete, I just hope
that while you ale there that you will watch very carefully both the
development of that organization as it rebounds from the death of
its founder-they do seem to have stabilized somewhat and ush-
ered in some new leadership rather quickly-but also watch the
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King and the regime's treatment of that group. They do not partici-
pate in politics openly, but as we have seen other places the quiet
but fierce repression of these groups in other parts of the region
has obviously led in Egypt and other places to some very, very dif-
ficult transitions once that transition to democracy happens.

So I look forward to seeing you there. It is a country that I have
taken great interest in over the years, a great U.S. partner, but an
underlying issue there, one that simrners under the surface of a lot
of our more worrisome conversations about the more violent small-
er cell Islamic groups that exist in Morocco, but one that I hope
that you wiìl take an interest in as well.

Mr. Busn. Senator, thank you so much for your comment. As I
mentioned a little bit earlier, I think we would be naive to think
that the issues there to our east are not issues that we should have
a focus on in Morocco as well.

The good news is that we have a very strong working relation-
ship with the Government of Morocco. We work with them on
issues ranging from counterterrorism to empowerment through
some of our USAID programs engaged in the type of activities that
we hope will keep those type of influences at bay.

I would look forward to your coming to Morocco. If I am con-
firmed, I will keep this issue as an issue on the top of my head,
and I will be back in touch with you to make sure that we are on
point.

Senator Munprry. Thank you very much, Mr. Bush. Good luck to
all ofyou.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Coo¡ls. Thank you, Senator Murphy.
We are going to start a second round with this panel if we might.

I wanted to thank Senator Durbin for his leadership on a bill that
he referenced there that aims to double our exports.

My previous round of questioning was really all about the eco-
nomic relationship. Now I want to talk, if I might, about our sig-
nificant investment in health. In Lesotho and in Namibia in par-
ticular, we are significant contributors both through PEPFAR and
through many other programs, the MCC compact in Lesotho really
focusing on the health sector.

What do we need to do to achieve better results? Iæsotho re-
mains strikingly burdened by signifrcant public health challenges,
despite significant investment by the United States over a number
of years. And what can we learn from Namibia, a country that, as
you mentioned in your opening statement, has made the transition
to signiflrcant country ownership, like South Africa is now increas-
ingly invested in being a real partner with the United States.

So if I might, across Mr. Harrington and Mr. Daughton, what are
the lessons we need to learn about how to strengthen and focus
PEPFAR and our health interventions, and how do we get better
results in partnership with Lesotho and Namibia?

Mr. HeRRrNGroN. Thank you for the question, Mr. Chairman. I
would say there have been successes on the health front. Let me
mention those first. In Lesotho 60 percent of those who qualify for
ART treatment are receiving it. That needs to be higher. A little
more than half of pregnant 'rvomen are receiving' ART. That needs
to be higher.
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The government has shown a real commitment, not only in terms
of political will, but in terms of real resources that they bring to
the table. They are paying about half the total cost of the HIV-
AIDS response and about 70 percent of the cost of ARV's. So that
is the positive side.

I think the negative side is that, as I mentioned in my opening
statement, the adult prevalence rate is pretty stubborn. It has been
at about 23 percent for the last 10, 12 years. So the folks on the
ground, PEPFAR, some of the government partners and multilat-
eral partners, have recognized that really more needs to happen in
the area of prevention. The numbers in that-the three mqjor
interventions I mentioned, more focus on ART's, more vr'omen get-
ting medication which prevents mother-to-child transmission, and
a medical circumcision program, which is in the beginning stages
in Lesotho, all of those need to be expanded as we move forward.

I would also mention in Lesotho the partnership framework im-
plementation plan is beginning to wrap up. So I think we are talk-
ing with the Government of Lesotho and our multilateral donors
about what the new kind of partnership looks like in terms of
transitioning to host country leadership more than we have in the
past.

So those are a few ideas.
Senator CooNs. Thank you, Mr. Harrington.
Mr. Daughton.
Mr. Deucnrox. Namibia as a role model. I think perhaps the

thing that has come out most clearly from the success of the
PEPFAR effort in Namibia is the need to develop sustainable-a
human resource base, people locally who can take over the prob-
lem. The Namibians simpìy did not have that 10 years ago. They
are no\4¡ beginning to have it.

They are in the fortunate position in that they have the money
to be able to pay for it. They are nov/ paying for all of their ARVs.
They have taken over supervision and funding ofall oftheir health
care professionals as well.

Going forward, as we look to fine-tune the PEPFAR Program in
Namibia to address the remaining issues and to-in essence, to
make sure that we are contributing where we have the greatest
chance to add value, I think that there is going to be an increasing
foçus on at-risk groups, who continue to be kind of the kernel of
the problem. The demography of Namibia is such that, particularly
because of the movement of people back and forth across the Ango-
lan border, it makes it challenging to develop a stable treatment
and public outreach campaign.

In the end, the Namibians recognize that this is a program they
will have to maintain forever, in essence, and we are now past, I
think, the peak of the epidemic phase and are into a kind of long-
term management phase. The lessons that we draw from that will
be ones that I think can probably be applied in other countries in
the region.

Senator Cooxs. Thank you.
If I might, Mr. Daughton, just a followup. You mentioned, in re-

sponse to another Senator's question, a significant trade between
China and Namibia in uranium. Has there been effort by Iran to
secure access to uranium ÍeseÍves from Namibia? Have thev been
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receptive? Is that an area of concern for you as yo1l take over the
security role as well as the development and trade role?

Mr. DeucHtox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is an interesting
question and one I have looked at quite a bit, because the largest
mine in Namibia is-15 percent of it is owned by an Iranian state
investment corporation that has owned it since the era of the Shah
actually. The mine is controlled by Rio Tinto, an Australian com-
pany. The U.S. Government as I understand it has worked very
closely with both Rio Tinto and the Namibia Government to ensure
both that no product from the mine reaches Iran and that no prof-
its from the mine reach lran. The profîts in fact, their 15 percent
is held by the Namibians in an escrow account, so they have no ac-
cess to the money. And Rio Tinto has been punctilious, I think, in
ensuring that there is no way that any product from the mine can
get to the lranians.

It is an odd situation in that they cannot get rid of them, but at
the same time they do seem to have effectively walled off any lra-
nian access to the product of the mine.

Senator Coo¡¡s. Perhaps some creative corporate lawyers from
Delaware could help with the restructuring. We will see. [Laugh-
ter.l

If I could, Mr. Childress, Tanzania seems to be blessed with an
abundance of U.S. Government programs. There is almost literally
not an initiative that is not represented. Every initiative is rep-
resented in Tanzania in some way, at some level.

Something that really struck me in my visit to Tanzania, to Zan-
zibar in particular, you referenced it in your opening statement.
Very proudly, one of the folks with the President's malaria initia-
tive was announcing that we are on the verge of completely eradi-
cating malaria from the island of Zatzibar, an island with more
than a million residents about 26 miles off the coast. And I was
very pleased, and we visited a nrrmber of sites and this was very
encouraging. Someone sitting next to me leaned over and said,
'Yes, just like we did in L964."

I said, "Excuse me?" They said, 'Yes, you kno'ry, with the help
from the Americans we had eradicated malaria in 1964. It might
have been 1965. All I remember is it was right around when I was
born."

How do \rye sustain investment and development? This follows on
the questions about transition to country ownership. Apparently
that success wasn't sustained over time. There were other distrac-
tions.

And how, as the Ambassador, will you be able to reduce some of
the siloed nature of our investments there? My trip to the PEPFAR
facility there was heralded as the first time that the logos of all
three of the main cooperating entities had appeared on the same
sign. But if we are going to have six, seven, eight different entities
from MCC to PEPFAR to PMI to Power Africa all operating under
the American umbrella, how do you coordinate them, focus them,
and make them more effective?

Mr. CHrr,nRESS. By the way, I was told by the experts apparently
there has been not just the one occasion when you talked about
where we apparently got into preelimination phase; there has been
another one between the one in the early 1960s and this. So this
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is a real and ongoing problem. But I do think our folks with respect
to that specifrc issue are trying to be aware of the fact of what went
,iyrong before and how to follow through.

I think you are absolutely right. One thing I know you know is
that the current Ambassador, it is something of an idee fixe for
him, this idea of having these different logos and different ideas of
who is acting where within the country, and that it is all from the
American people. I think he has done a lot in terms of trying to
make sure at a branding level that message is delivered.

Now, in terms of programs, it is interesting. I actually think you
are absolutely right, people have begun to understand that the
sheer weight of the number of programs-there is a requirement
that we have some s¡mergies develop. Some of that is happening.
For example, as you know, one of the key elements of the MCC
Program was to build roads, also to do electricity. They took a look
at some of the activities that the Feed the Future folks were doing
in the southern agricultural corridor and realized if we put certain
electrical distribution points in these particular places we can give
cold storage facilities, we can give irrigation facilities to the Feed
the Future Program. It seems simple, but it is a huge deal.

A corollary to that, the Feed the Future Program, although obvi-
ously agriculture-focused, is building and maintaining thousands of
kilometers of roads in its next go-around, which is, in fact, one of
the MCC's objectives. So I think that is happening.

I think as Ambassador, if I were confirmed, I think it would be
really important that we do a lot more of that very rigorously.

The other thing-and this references what we were talking about
before and you and I have talked about this-it really is critical,
with respect to these programs, that we make the point to our
friends in Tanzania that we are here today, and we are going to
be here tomorrolv, but that we do want to be looking for opportuni-
ties for country ownership.

As you and I also talked about, I think the Tanzanians have
begun to really understand this. With respect to the MCC chal-
lenge compact, it was about a $ZO0 million compact.

The Tanzanians are putting in about $130 million of their money
to make sure that all the activities are completed as agreed to.

So I think there is a willingness there. They do not, obviously,
have the resources of' South Africa, for example, to take over the
PEPFAR Program. But we have got to be looking for ways and
being creative. For example, since PEPFAR has been successful in
Tanzania, there are some moneys that have been released from the
health care system. Can we look at maybe reinvesting those in cer-
tain programs in Tanzania?

So I really think this is an exciting opportunity for us to work
with the Tanzanians and something I really look forward to.

Senator Coo¡¡s. Thank you, Mr. Childress. I believe Zanzibar
was the second after Morocco to begin diplomatic relations with the
United States.

If I might, my last question for this panel. Mr. Bush, you bring
to the table significant experience with the GAVI Alliance. Talk
more broadly, if you would, about your experience in terms of their
effort to vaccinate millions around the world and the benefits of
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public-private partnerships in the provision of relief, as well as in
economic development?

Mr. Busn. Senator, thank you for that question. I am pleased
that you have this on record because my involvement in GAVI has
been one of the most significant experiences of my life. The GAVI
Alliance was formed specifically as a public-private partnership to
try to prove the theory that the public sector and private sector
working together could be more effective than either working apart.

It has been in existence for about almost 11 years now. The ini-
tial seed money came from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
They provided $750 million, which was subsequently matched by
another $750 million. We have subsequently raised billions of dol-
lars from countries across the world, principally in Europe, the
United States. We have also raised additional moneys from the pri-
vate sector.

We are active in the 72 poorest countries in the world at all
times, and the population shifts as some countries graduate out or
they exceed the income guidelines.

GAVI has helped to basically eliminate some childhood diseases
in countries across the world. We have been extraordinarily suc-
cessful. If you were to go to South Africa you could see the rates
of measles going down almost to zero percent now because of what
GAVI has been able to do.

I think it is a structure that should be replicated for other types
of initiatives. As you know, the Gates Foundation has some similar
initiatives that they have put in place, and I would encourage in
a lot of the countries that are represented at this table that they
think about how they can have this type of engagement to address
the issues in their countries.

Senator Coot¡s. Tremendous.
I would like to thank all four of the members of our flrrst panel-

Mr. Bush, Mr. Childress, Mr. Daughton, and Mr. Harrington-
thank you, your spouses, your parents, all who have supported you
in your service. I am grateful for your willingness to move forward,
and I will simply echo what was said by a record number of col-
leagues on this committee, that we will work diligently for your
swift confirmation and look forward to hearing from you in your
service and to hopefully visiting you in the time that you are seÍv-
lng us overseas.

Thank you very much.
We will now move to the second panel, and I will mention while

we are in transition Senator Flake is currently on the floor and will
be returning. But we have a vote scheduled at Lll.45, so we will
begin the second panel if we might and we may end up suspending
for a few minutes so that I might go cast a vote and return.

lRecess frorrt ILl.27 a.m. to 11:31 a.m.]
Senator Cooxs. We will now resume the hearing and go to our

second panel, whom we are equally excited to hear from and who
are going to be representing us, should they be confirmed-I know
I am supposed to put it in the conditional tense-to countries that
also present a wide range of development and strategic and democ-
racy challenges.

If we could encourage folks to allow us to focus on the second
panel, that would be great.
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First, Ambassador Eunice Reddick, who is seeking confirmation
to a post in Niger; second, Mr. John Hoover, seeking a post in Si-
erra Leone; and Mr. Michael Hoza, who has been nominated for a
post in Cameroon. As I stated at the outset, all three of you bring
a wide range of previous service, both in Africa and in the Foreign
Service, and I am very eager tc hear from you.

Again, I will invite you to recognize any members of your ex-
tended family or your colleagues who you would like to or who
might be with you today or who you would like to recognize.

Ambassador Reddick, please.

STATAMENT OF HON. ET'NICE S. REDDICK, OF THE DISTRICT
oF C0LLIMBIA'' NOMINATED TO BE AMBASSADOR TO NIGER
Ambassador RnooIcr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am honored

to appear before you as President Obama's nominee for United
States Ambassador to Niger. I deeply appreciate the confrdence and
trust the President and Secretary of State have shown in nomi-
nating me for this position. Thank you as well to the committee for
your consideration, and I look forward to working with the Con-
gress to advance our relationship with Niger.

My adult children are unable to be here today, but I would like
to introduce Melissa Cline, who is the head of the Sahel Unit in
the Office of West Af'rican Affairs, the office I just left. And I have
other colleagues here from the Africa Bureau who have given me
great support through the years and who I consider part ofmy For-
eign Service family.

During my more than 30 years in the Foreign Service, I have had
the great fbrtune to serve and travel throughout Africa, including
as Ambassador to Gabon and Sao Tome and Principe. If confirmed,
I will draw upon my experience to expand the close relationship be-
tween Niger and the United States as we continue to work toward
our mutual goals of combatting extremism throughout the region,
strengthening democratic governance, and fostering inclusive eco-
nomic growth.

Despite being one of the poorest countries in the world, Niger
has made such significant progress in developing democratic insti-
tutions, combating corruption, and promoting human rights that
the Millennium Challenge Corporation selected Niger in December
20L2 as eligible to develop a proposal for a compact. If confrrmed,
I will work closely with the Nigerien Government and civil society
to continue this momentum for reform.

Despite some encouraging progress, Niger faces great challenges.
The collapse of security in southern Libya and conflict in Mali and
northern Nþr have placed Nigeria at a dangerous crossroads. Ex-
tremist groups and international criminal networks exploit Niger's
porous borders and long-used smuggling routes to move people and
weapons between the Sahel and North Africa.

Niger has also been a victim of terrorism. In May, coordinated
al-Qaeda-associated terrorist attacks against a military barracks in
Agadez and a uranium mining company in Arlit took the lives of
over 20 Nigerien soldiers and civilians. The United States and
Niger share a corrunon goal of combating terrorist groups and deny-
ing extremist ideolory an environment to thrive. We are committed
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to supporting Niger's efTorts to protect its borders and build capac-
ity to interdict illicit material and people.

Niger also has been a leader in the international response to the
Mali crisis, both by providing critical support for MalTs political
process and committing ground troops to the African force deployed
in Mali and the follow-on U.N. stabilization mission. The United
States provided Nigerien troops logistical support, training, and
equipment through the Africa Contingency Operations Training
and Assistance Program. Niger is also a strong partner in our
Trans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership.

On top ofgreat security threats, Niger also continues to face seri-
ous humanitarian challenges and persistent food insecurity. De-
spite its own serious humanitarian situation following a severe
drought in 2011, Niger generously opened its borders to over
50,000 Malian refugees. Since flrscal year 2OL2 the United States
has provided over $172 million in humanitarian assistance in Niger
to address food insecurity and the needs of Malian refugees.

The United States and Niger partner across a variety of pro-
grams to address the needs of Niger's most vulnerable people and
build resilience to the Sahel's constant cycle of droughts.

In addition to addressing food insecurity, Niger must generate
sustainable economic growth. Economic diversifìcation, investments
in infrastructure, and improvements to education are all needed to
create real economic opportunities. If confirmed, I will continue to
encourage the Nigerien Government to irnplement the economic re-
forms needed to attract investment and promote trade.

I will also seek to build new relationships between Nigerien and
American companies, to create opportunities for trade that benefit
both our countries. If confirmed, I will work to ensure that our bi-
lateral relationship remains firmly rooted in our shared vision for
a democratic and prosperous Niger. Through this partnership, I
look forward to fulfilling my priorities of protecting American citi-
zens and interests, advancing U.S. national security interests in
the Sahel, and expanding mutual understanding between our citi-
zens.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to appear before you
today. I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Ambassador Reddick follows:]

PRepan¡n St¿rnrrsNr o¡ A¡¡s¡.qs¿non Eumce S. Rsorrcx
Mr. Chairman, Ranking iVlember Flake, and distinguished menrbers of the com-

mitt€e, I am honored to appear bef'ore you as President Obama's nominee for United
States Ambassador to Niger. I deeply appreciate the confidence and trust the Presi-
dent and Secretary of State have shown in nominating me for this position. Thank
you as well to the committee for your consideration, and I look forward to working
with the Congress to advance our relationship with Niger.

I began my Foreign Ser-vice career in Zimbabwe over 30 years ago, and have since
had the great Êortune to serve and travel throughout Aflrica, including as Ambas-
sador to Gabon and Sao Tome and Principe, ani[ most recently, as thõ Director of
West Äfrican Affairs in the Department of Stâte's Africa Bureau. During my câreer,
I have witnessed firsthand Africa's great challenges, including the effect on popu-
lations of conflict, drought, floods, and famine. More importantly, I have also
witnessetl an incredible growth in vibrant democracies and economies driven by phe-
nomenal human capital. lf confirmed, I will draw upon my experience to expandthe
strong friendship between Niger and the United States, as we continue to work
toward our mutual goals of conrbating extremis¡r throughout the region, strength-
ening democratic governance and fostering inclusive economic growth.
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Niger is a committed pârtner of ours, who has invested its own limited resources
to combat the scourge of extremism, both within its own borders and across the
Sahel region. Despitè being one of the poorest countries in the world, President
Issoufou has-in 2t/z years since Nigers return to democracy-invested in concrete
steps to break Niger's destructive c.ycle of conflicl and coups. Niger has nrade such
significant progress in developing democratic institutions, conrbatíng corn:ption, and
promoting human rights that the Millennium Challenge Corporation selected Niger
in,f)ecember 2OL2 as eligible to develop a proposal fór a Cõmpact. lf confirnred, I
will work closely with the Nigerien Governme-nt and civil socíety to continue this
momentum for reform by creating strong and responsive democr-atic institutions,
improving the delivery ofgovernnrent services and piomoting food securitv.

Despite" some encoúragi"ng progress, Niger faces' great cli'allenges. Thä countq/s
expansive and harsh terrain would be difficult to protect under the best of cir-
cumstances. The collapse of security in southern Libva and conflict in Mali and
northern Nigeria have placed Niger at, a dangerous crossroads, as extremist groups
and international criminal networks exploit pórous borders and long-used smuggling
routes to move people and weapons between the Sahel antl North Africa. Nieõi haé
also been a victim of terrorism. In May, coordinated al-Qaeda-associated térrorist
attacks against a military barracks in Agadez and a uranium mining conrpany in
Arlit took the lives ofover 20 Nigerien soldiers and civilians. The United States'and
Niger share a conìmon goal of combating terrorist groups and denying extremist ide-
ology an environmerrt to th¡ive. We are committed to supportinq Niger's efforts to
protect its borders. build capacity to interdict illicit matelal anã peõple, and help
return securitv and stabilitv to northern Mali.

Niger has deen a leader'in the international response to the Mali crisis, both b.y
providing critical support for the political process and committing a battalion df
ground troops to the Africanled International Support Mission to-Mali (AFISMA)
and an even larger 850-ground-troop conbingent to the follow-on U.N. Multidimen-
sional Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA). The United States provided those
troops logistica! qupport, training, and,e,qgipment through che Africa'n Contingency
Operations Training and Assistance (ACOTA) Progranr.
_Nig¡ is also a, strong partner in our Tlans-Sahara Counterterrorism Partnership

(TSCT|), through,which we are,working together to increase security sector capac-
ity, address underlying causes of radicalization, ancl increase the voic,es of modeiate
leaders to positively influence popuiations potentially vulnerable to radicalization.
If confirmed, I will seek to advalrce our ah.eady strong security cooperation to fur-
ther our shared goal of denlng extremist groups space to operute.

On top of great security threats, Niger also continues to face serious humani-
tarian challenges and persistent food insecurity. A severe drought in 201 I resulted
in a humanitarian crisis in 2012 as 6.4 million of Nigeriens were at risk for food
insecuriby, including more than 330,000 children at riðk for severe acute malnutri-
tion. Despite its own serious humanitarian situation, Niger generously opened its
{go¡s tg over 50,0,00 Malian refugees, who they continue to host. Since fiscal year
2012, ttle United States has provided over $1?ã million in humanitarian assistance
in Niger to address food insecurity and the needs ofMalian refugees.

The United Staæs and Niger partner âcross a variety of progtams to address the
needs of Nigey's nrost nlnerable people and build resiliencv to the Sahel's constant
cycle of drõughts. The Nigerien'Government has created'innovative progì"ams ¿o
address food security, including the "3N Initiative" (Nigeriens Nourishinþ Nlgeriens)
that empowers local communities to work together to improve agricultural produc-
tivitv. USAJD selected Niqer as one of its prioritv countriès for the new Sahèl Joint
Plarirrirrg Cell efforL, whic-[r focuses on corribating: for.rtl insecurity and building resil-
iency among vulnerable populations through layering, integrating and sequencing
humanitarian relief and development progrânts. In fiscal yeàr 2OI2 and fiscal year
20t3, the United States provided $66.4 million in bilateral development-focirsed
assistance to Niger for piograms supporting democracy, governancè, health and
nutrilion, and agriculture. If confirmed, I look florward to Àupporting these efforts
and exploring new areas ofcooperation.

In addition to addressing food insecurity, Niger must generate sustainable eco-
nomic growth to tackle high poverty rates and improve heâlth indicators that place
Niger at the bottonr of most measures of well-being. Rapid demographic grõwth
driven by the highest fertility rate in the world threatens tô over-whélm the govern-
ment's ambitious plans for development. Economic diversification, investménts in
infrastructure. and improvements tb education will all be needed to create real eco-
nomic opportunities. If confirmed, I will continue to encourage the Nigerien Govern-
¡nent to implement the economic reforms needed to attract investment and promote
trade. I will also seek to build new relationships between Nigerien and Aìnerican
companies to creâte opportunities for trade that benefit both our countries.
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If c¡nfirmed, I will work to ensure that our bilateral relationship remains firmly
rooted in our shared vision for a democratic and prosperous Niger that respects
hunran rights and provides economic opportunities for all. Through this partnership,
I look forward to fulfilling my priorities of protecting American citizens and inter-
ests, advancing U.S. national securiüy interests in the Sahel, and expanding nrutual
understanding between our citizens.

Thank you-for inviting me to âppear before you today. I would be pleased to
ansrüer any questions you may have.

Senator Coo¡¡s. Thank you, Ambassador Reddick, and thank you
for your long service across a number of countries and across a
number of functions within the State Department. I look forward
to our exchange.

Ambassador REDDTcK. Thank you.
Senator Coo¡¡s. Mr. Hoover.

STATEMENT OF AIOHN HOOVER, OF MASSACHUSETTS,
NOMINATED TO BE AMBASSADOR TO SIERRA LEONE

Mr. HoovrR. Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to
appear before you and for your consideration of my nomination by
President Obama to be the next U.S. Ambassador to the Republic
of Sierra Leone. I want to thank President Obama and Secretary
Kerry for their trust in me to lead the U.S. Embassy and to man-
age our relationship with Sierra Leone. If confirmed by the U.S.
Senate, I shall uphold that trust.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your comments about family mem-
bers. I would like to acknowledge several colleagues from the State
Department who are here from the African Bureau. We consider
them to be family members also. I have an aunt and uncle here
who are also observing the proceedings. And most of all, I am hon-
ored and pleased to be joined by my wife, Kathy, who is sitting be-
hind me. She and I were married 1 day after I was sworn in to the
Foreign Service 25 years ago and she has had my back and been
at my side ever since then.

In the aftermath of its devastating civil war, which ended only
a little more than a decade ago, much progress has been made in
Sierra Leone toward consolidating peace and stability, establishing
and strengthening democracy, and generating sustainable economic
development. Indeed, in some respects, despite meager resources,
Sierra Leone is emerging as a model for post-conflict recovery and
development.

The country has held three rounds of successful parliamentary
and Presidential elections since 2002, including most recently in
November 2012 when the country held elections widely judged to
be free, fair, and transparent.

Sierra Leone is also implementing economic reforrns and opening
itself up to investment. The results are encouraging, as the econ-
omy grew by around 15 percent last year. The IMF predicts the
economy will continue to grow at similarly high rates for the re-
mainder of this decade and that Sierra Leone stands poised for an
economic takeoff that could propel the country to middle income
status after 2O2O.

On the security front, whereas Sierra Leone had the dubious dis-
tinction of hosting the then-largest U.N. peacekeeping mission dur-
ing its civil war, the country is now a contributor of peacekeepers
to regional stability. Earlier this year a battalion of Sierra Leoneon
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soldiers, trained and equipped by the United States, deployed to
the African Union mission in Somalia.

Yet, even as Sierra Leone rises and rebuilds, the country still
faces daunting challenges. Despite rapid recent economic gtowth,
Sierra Leone is still one of the poorest countries in the world, rank-
ing only 10 from the boitom of the U.N.'s Humarr Developrnerrt
Index. The country also faces many tests in terms of strengthening
governance and rule of law. Despite recent encouraging progress in
pursuing corrupt officials, corruption remains entrenched and poses
a major threat to Sierra Leone's nascent democracy and still-fragile
social stability.

If confirmed, I will continue our focus on strengthening demo-
cratic institutions and norms in Sierra Leone, including continued
support for anticorruption efforts. I will also work to continue U.S.
support for market-oriented small farmer agricultural activity to
increase emplo¡rment and food security, and I will also continue our
support to strengthen Sierra Leone's capacity to deliver basic
health care services.

I will also promote greater transparency, accountability, and eco-
nomic sustainability as Sierra Leone begins to earn significant new
revenues from its abundant stock of natural resources. I will work
closely with the U.S. business community to encourage greater
trade and investment between our two countries as a way to spur
prosperity for Americans and Sierra Leoneons alike.

In December 2012, Sierra Leone became eligible to develop a
compact program with the Millennium Challenge Corporation,
opening an opportunity for significant new U.S. Government in-
vestment in Sierra Leone's future. If confrrmed, I will work to sup-
port successful compact development.

In addition to these policy priorities, I take as my most impor-
tant responsibility the safety and security of the hundreds of U.S.
citizens in Sierra Leone and the entire U.S. Embassy team, includ-
ing our oflicers, their families, and our invaluable Sierra Leoneon
colleagues.

In the interest of time, I will stop there and refer you to my writ-
ten statement for details of my background and experience working
in Africa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoover follows:]

PBEpARED Sr,\tpltp¡¡r on Jo¡rN HoovpR

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, and members of the committee, thank
you for this opportunity to appear before you alrd for your consideration of mv nomi-
nation by President Obama to be the next United States Ambassador to the'Repub-
lic of Sierra Leone. I would like to thank President Ot¡ama and Secretarv Kerñ for
their trust in me to lead the U.S. Embassy and manage our relationship ívith Síerra
Leone. Ifl confirmed by the U.S. Senate, I'shall upholð that tlust. I am-also honored
to be joined here today by my wife, Kathy.

In the aftermath of its devastating civil war, which ended a little more than a
decade ago,.much progress has been made in Sierra Leone toward consolidating
peace, establishing and strengthening democracy, and generating sustainable eco-
nomic developnrent. Indeed. in some respects, despite nteager resouïces, Sierra
Leone is emerging as a model for post-conflict recovery and development. The coun-
try has held three rounds of successful Presidential and parliamentary elections
since 2002, including most recently in November 2AI2, wherr the countrv held elec-
tions widely-judged to be free, fair,.and transparent. Sierra Leone is implementing
economic reforms and opening itself up to investment. The results are encouraging
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as the economy grew by âround 15 percent last year. The IMF predicts the economy
will continue to grow at similarly high rates for the remainder of this decade, and
that Sierra Leone stânds poised for an economic takeoff which could propel the
country to middle income status after 2020. On the security front, whereas Sierra
Leone had the dubious distinction of hosting thenJargest U.N. peacekeeping mission
during its civil war, the country is now a contributor of peacekeepers to regional
stability. Earlier this year, a battalion of Sierra Leonean soldiers, trained and
equipped by the United States, deployed to the African Union Mission in Somalia.

Yet, even as Sierra Leone rises and rebuilds, the country still faces daunting chal-
lenges. Despite rapid recent economic growth, Sierra Leone is still one of the poorest
countries in the world, ranking only 10 countries from the bottom of the U.N.'s
Human Development Index. Sierra Leone also still faces many tests in terms of
strengthening governance and rule of Iaw. Despite recent encouraging progress in
pursuing cormpt officials, corruption remains entrenched and poses a major threat
to Sierra Leone's nâscent democracy and still fragile social stability.

lf confirmed, I will continue our focus on strengthening democratic institutions
and norms in Sien'a Leone, including continued support for anticormption efforts.
I will also work to continue U.S. support for market-oriented small-farmer agricul-
turai activity and education to increase employment and food security, and basic
health care. I will continue also to promote greater transparency, accountability,
and economic sustainability as Sierra Leone begins to ea¡n sigrriflrcant neril revenues
from its abundant stock of natural resources. I will work closely with the U.S. busi-
ness community to encourage greater trade and investment between our two coun-
tries as a way to spur prosperity for Americans and Sierra Leoneans alike. In
December 2012, Sierra Leone became eligible to develop a compact program with
the Millennium Challenge Corporation, opening an opportunity for significant new
U.S. Government investment in Sierra Leone's future. If confirmed, I will work to
support successful compact development.

In addition to these policy priorities, I take a6 my most important responsibility,
the safety and security ofl hundreds of U.S. citizens resident in Sierra Leone, and
the entire U.S. Embassy team, including U.S. citizen employees, their dependents.
and our invaluable Sierra Leonean colleagues.

I first served in Africa as a junior officer at the U.S. Embassy in Mbabane, Swazi-
land. I returned to Africa later in my câreer to Nairobi, Kenya, as the Counselor
for Economic Affairs, and then as Deputy Chief of Mission at the U.S. Embassy in
Kampala, Uganda. Most recently, I was the Director of the Africa Bureau's Office
of Regional and Security Affairs. [fconfirmed, I would bring a strong understanding
of the African Continent and the needs of its people. as well as the knowledge and
experience to successfully advance our national interests in Freetown.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to appear today. I would be pleased
to respond to your questions.

Senator Cooxs. Thank you, Mr. Hoover. Your background does
include a number of impressive and relevant areas of service in
East Africa as well as throughout the continent.

Mr. Hoza, if I might, to your opening statement.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL S. HOZA, OF WASHINGTON,
NOMINATED TO BE AMBASSADOR TO CAMEROON

Mr. Hoza. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, members of
the committe, I am deeply honored to appear before you today as
the President's nominee to be the next Ambassador of the United
States to the Republic of Cameroon. I thank President Obama and
Secretary Kerry for the trust they have shown by nominating me
for this position.

I would like to acknowledge the service and support of my wife,
Suzanne, cunently overseas advancing U.S. Government health
programs in Ethiopia, and our two sons, Paul and Christopher.
They have supported me through challenging overseas assign-
ments, endured hardship, shared risks, and ably represented our
country with pride and unflagging enthusiasm. I am truly grateful
for their support, without which I would not be before you today.
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I have had the privilege of serving in Africa far L4 of my 28 years
of service with the Department. I have seen our diplomatic efforts
yield tremendous gains in difficult places. If confrrmed, I look for-
ward to using my experience in the region to help further U.S. in-
terests in Cameroon as well.

With one of the iargest economies in sub-Saharan Africa and a
landscape rich in natural resources and biodiversity, Cameroon has
the potential to become an economic stalwart and serious regional
player. Despite this rich endowment and notwithstanding 53 years
of relative political and economic stability, the country struggles to
attain food security and to combat disease. Moreover, concerrì.s re-
lated to human rights, weak governance, and pervasive corruption
continue to serve as impediments to meaningful economic growth
and development.

Cameroon is a relatively stable country in a region that is decid-
edly less so. Recent events in both Nigeria and the Central African
Republic continue to spill over into Cameroon, where an influx of
new refugees is taxing local resources. The insecurity in neigh-
boring countries, compounded with the growing threat of extre-
mism by Boko Haram in Cameroon's Far North Region, has the po-
tential to threaten Cameroon's security and stability.

Cameroon has taken a leading role in combating piracy in the
Gulf of Guinea and is active in regional and domestic efforts
against wildlife trafficking. If confirmed, I will continue to support
U.S. efforts to strengthen Cameroon's military capacity to confront
terrorism, piracy, and wildlifc traflicking, and to encourage greater
Cameroonian engagement in regional security matters.

On April 14 Cameroon took an important step toward maintain-
ing its long-term political stability by holding the first Senate elec-
tions in its history. Cameroon is also expected to hold municipal
and legislative elections on September 30. I look forward to the op-
portunity to build on this momentum and work in partnership with
civil society and the government to support efforts to strengthen
democratic institutions, enhance transparency, and promote democ-
racy, human rights for all persons, and the rule of law.

Bilateral trade between our countries exceeded $557 million in
20L2 and. U.S. exports to Cameroon have more than doubled since
2010. Should I be confrrmed, I hope to build on these gains and fur-
ther strengthen our economic relationship.

The kidnapping of French expatriates in Cameroon's Far North
Region earlier this year demonstrated that, even in a seemingly
stable and safe country as Cameroon, the threat of violence and ex-
tremism can be a reality. It has also reaffirmed that norv more
than ever the safety and security of our American staff and citizens
overseas needs to be at the forefront of our mission. If confirmed,
I will ensure that this remains a top priority for the Embassy.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I thank you for this
opportunity to appear before you. If confirrned, I look forward to
working with the committee and others in Congress to advance
U.S. interests in Cameroon. I would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoza follows:]
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Pnnp¡Rp¡ Sr¡reupNt gy MrcHesL S. Hoze

Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Flake, and members of the committee, I am hon-
ored to appear before you today as the President's nominee to be the next Ambas-
sador of the United States to the Republic of Cameroon. I thank President Obama
and Secretary Kerry for the trust they have shown by nominating me for this
position.

I would like to acknowledge the ser"vice and support of my wife, Suzanne, cur-
rently overseas advancing U.S. Govel'nment health programs in Ethiopia, and our
two sons, Paul and Christopher. They have supported me through challenging over-
seas assig'nments, endured hardship, shared risks, and ably reprèsented our country
with pride and unfìagging enthusiasm. I am truly grateful for their support, without
which I would not be before you today.

I have had the privilege of serving in Africa for 14 of my 28 years of service with
the State Department. f have seen our diplomatic efforts yield tremendous gains in
difficult places and, ifconfirmed, I look forward to using my experience in the region
to help further U.S. interests in Cameroon as well.

With one of the largest economies in sub-Saharan Africa and a landscape rich in
natural resources and biodiversity, Cameroon has the potential to become an eco-
nomic stalwart and se¡ious regional player. Despite this rich endowment, and not-
withstanding 53 years ofrelative political and economic stability, the country strug-
gles to attain food security and to combat disease. Moreover, concerns related to
human rights, weak governance, and pervasive corruption con¿inue to serve as
impediments to meaningful economic growth and development.

Cameroon is a relativelv stable countrv in a resion that is less so. Recent events
in both Nigeria and the Öentral Africari Republiã continue to spill over into Cam-
eroon, where an influx of new refugees is táxing local resources. The insecurity in
neighboring countries, compounded with the growing threat of extremism by Boko
Halanr in Cameroon's Far North region, has the potential to threaten Cameroon's
security and stability. Cameroon has taken a leadiñg role in combating piracy in the
Gulf ofl Guinea and is active in resionai and domestic efforts asainst wildlife traf-
ficking. If confirmed I will continuito support U.S. efforts to stre"ngthen Cameroon's
military capacity to confront terrorisnr, piracy, and wildlife trafficking and to
encourage g)'eatêr Camel'oonian engagement in regional securit¡r matters.

On April 14, Cameroon took an important step toward maintaining its long-term
political stability by holding the first Senate elections in its history. Cameroon is
ãlso expected to hold municipal and legislative elections on September 30. I look for'-
ward to the opportunity to build on this momentum and work in partnership with
civil society and the government to support efforts to strengthen democratic institu-
tions, enhance transparency, and promote democracy, human úghts for all persons
and the rule of law.

Bilateral trade between our countries exceeded $557 million in 2O12, and U.S.
exports to Cameroon have more than doubled since 2010. Should I be confirmed, I
hope to build on these gains and further strengthen our economic relationship----one
of the cornerstones of United States-Cameroon ties. Achieving this goaì, as well as
Cameroon's goal of promoting increased U.S. investment in Cameroon, will require
continued attention to inrproving the country's business climate, addressing endemic
corruption, and improving transparency.

The kidnapping of French expãtriates in Cameroon's Far North region earlier this
year demonstrated that even in a seeminglv stable and safe country such as Cam-
eroon, the threat of violence and exüremism can t¡e a reality. lt has also reaffirmed
that, now more than ever, the safetv and securit.y of our American staffand citizetrs
overseas needs to be at the forefront of our mission. If confil'med, I will ensure that
this remains a top priority for the Embassy.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I thank you for this opportunity
to appear before you. If confirmed, I look forward to working with the committee
and others in Congress to advance U.S. interests in Cameroon. I would be pleased
to answer any questions you may have.

Senator Coous. Thank you, Mr. Hoza.'We are, as ever, juggling a little bit since it is not quite clear how
soon our vote will be called or not. If I might, with the forbearance
of Senator Flake, I am going to invite Senator Markey to ask an
initial question or t\¡ro, and then I may go to vote while Senator
Flake questions, and then I may return, since of the three of us I
have the most time to dedicate to this as a panel. Any objection?

[No response.J
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Senator Coo¡qs. Senator Markey.
Senator M¡nxnv. Thank you.
Mr. Hoover, thank you today for appearing before the committee.

I know that you are going to make Massachusetts proud if you are
confirmed as Ambassador to Sierra Leone. I just wanted to ask you
this. What would be your ûne oÍ two top specific goals as Arnbas-
sador?

Mr. Hoovsn. Thank you, Senator, and Go Sox. That is all I can
say about that.

Sierra Leone really has a great deal of needs across the spec-
trum. But one of the keys I see on this, Senator, is because there
is a lack of institutional capacity and human capacity, in addition
to a lack of resources, financial resources to fuel economic develop-
ment. A key really is going to be supporting Sierra Leonean efforts
to improve governance and specifically economic governance.

As I noted in my statement, the country is moving now to gen-
erate revenues from its abundant stock of natural resources. It is
very important that Sierra Leone gets that right so that those re-
sources can be used to help develop the economy in a very sustain-
able way that benefits all Sierra Leoneans.

Senator MeRr<ny. Countries in the developing world with major
extractive industries are often regarded as suffering from the so-
called "resource curse," where the growth of such countries is con-
strained because the wealth created by the industry goes to an elite
few in the country. It was to combat this situation that Congress
mandated that the Securities and Exchange Commission enact in-
creased transparency rules on resourcc cxtraction projects as part
of the Dodd-Frank Act, and Senators Cardin, Leahy, Levin, and I,
along with former Senator Lugar, recently wrote to the Securitics
and Exchange Commission to urge that they release strong rules
in line with Congress'mandate.

In Sierra Leone the diamond industry actually played a large
role in fueling the civil war. In fact, the war began in the irnpover-
ished region that was the source of most of the country's diamonds.
How has in your opinion Sierra Leone's Government sought to re-
form the diamond sector, a source of wealth that helped fuel the
civil war, and the mining sector generally?

Mr. Hoovsn. Thank you again for that question. That is an ex-
cellent question. On diamonds specifrcally, Senator, after the end
of the civil war, as you may know, Sierra Leone and a group of
othcr countries established the Kimberley Process, which is a cer-
tifrcation scheme to ensure that diamond exports from countries
like Sierra Leone are not used to fuel conflict. So the conflict dia-
mond issue has essentially gone away in Sierra Leone.

Much of the diamond mining is still artisanal, which is to say in-
formal, which is to say illegal, and the country continues to lose 15
to 20 percent of its diamond export rerrenues through smuggling.
So that remains a problem.

More broadly, I should riote that Sierra Leone joined the Extrac-
tive Industries Transparency Initiative, which is an international
initiative to increase transparency in natural resource revenue
flows. They are temporarily suspended, but I understand the gov-
ernment is working hard now to get back into compliance with
EITI.
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Senator M¿nxnv. OK, great.
Mr. Hoovon. Thank you.
Senator M¡Rxnv [presiding]. My time has expired. The Senator

from Arizona is recognized.
Senator Fr,exe. Thank you. Now I can stage a coup. Chairman

Coons is finally gone here. llaughter.]
I appreciated meeting with all of you in my office earlier and I

appreciated the discussion there.
Mr. Hoza, a followup with regard to Cameroon. Can you describe

some of the antipiracy efforts that the United States is contributing
to there?

Mr. Hoze. Yes, Senator. I appreciate that question. It talks to
one of the true success stories in our bilateral relationship. U.S.
personnel have combined with a special unit of the Cameroonian
military to address piracy in Cameroonian waters. That program
has been sustained over the course of 2 years, and in the course
of 2 years incidents of piracy within Cameroon waters have been
eliminated.

That is not necessarily a harbinger for success in the future
without continued effort, and we look forward to sustaining that.

Senator Flexn. Good. It is hoped that in the Gulf of Guinea we
can, I think we have, move to intercept the issue before it gets as
bad as it did off the coast of Somalia certainly. So that's important
and we want to make sure that that continues.

With regard to the antipoaching initiatives that we have, can you
describe those? Are we looking more on the finance side? How are

now and it is across the spectrum.
First and foremost, we must stop the organized poaching of the

savannah elephants. Last year in December, you may be very
aware, professional poachers came across the desert and slaugh-
tered 300 elephants in one raid. These are organized operations,
and this is what we will work with with the Cameroonian military,
to stand up an ability to receive early warning of these raids and
to thwart them.

Beyond that, though, sir, the poaching, as yorl point out, requires
a full spectrum approach. So we will be working with the
Cameroonian justice system to make sure that penalties for poach-
ing are raised to the same level as penalties for, say, drug traf-
ficking or trafficking in persons. And we will help them to pros-
ecute cases more successfully.

Finally, there is a third act and that is to intercept all of the
routes by which the produce of poaching is transported out of the
country. These are the same routes that transport people, the same
routes that transport drugs, the same routes that transport arms
and explosives for terrorism in the north. So it is an essential part
of our program to work with the Cameroonian military to stop this
traffic.
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Senator Fr,exs. To what extent are Cameroonians complicit in
this, or is it outsiders typically that are involved? Or is there some
knowledge or help received by either the military or other institu-
tions?

Mr. Hoza. Cameroon has a very strong commitment on the part
of its military, through a special unit that is comrnitted to
antipiracy, antipoaching, and counterterrorism, and we are very
impressed with this unit. We are also impressed with the commit-
ment of the Cameroonian Government to thwarting all three of
these activities in their country.

Much of it comes from outside the country, but of course there
are problems within the country that have to be addressed. If con-
firmed, this is one of the areas that I intend to focus on with much
of my attention and time and much of the time and attention of
the Embassy.

Senator Fr,exo. Thank you.
Mr. Hoover, in Sierra Leone there is signifìcant Chinese invest-

ment going on there. Can you describe that, and should we-is this
an area that there is a U.S. alternative? I have found that most
African countries, if given the choice between U.S. investment and
Chinese investment, will choose the former because it is much-the
local population is typically better off and more involved, whether
it is resorrrce extraction or whatever it is. But can you describe the
Chinese investment there and what our response should be?

Mr. Hoovon. Certainly. Thanks, Senator, for that question, a
very important question. Chinese companies are investing heavily
in Sierra Leone. They are in a number of sectors, including the
power sector. They are building roads. There is some talk of Chi-
nese concerrrs building a ne\ry airport closer to the capital, which is
a great need in Sierra Leone right now. And ofcourse, they are in-
vesting also or looking to invest in extractive industries as well.

These are investments that in principle we should 'ürelcome.
These are investments which should help Sierra Leone further its
own economic development goals, which we share. The trick I think
is in-and this goes back to Senator Markey's question-is sup-
porting Sierra Leone on efforts to make sure that thcy havc thc
tools in terms of economic governance to make sure that they get
a good deal when they negotiate these investments, that there is
accountability, that there is transparency in these investments,
that these investments are socially responsible, that they meet
international standards in terms of labor rights, environmental
protection, et cetera.

The other piece of it is, as you alluded to, Senator, is we need
to get more U.S. companies out there to compete with Chinese and
other companies from around the world, because, as you say, all
the good things we can do as a government I think are far outdone
by what our private sector can do in these countries.

So if confirmed I will work very hard with our private sector to
at least try to make them aware of the opportunities that are there
in Sierra Leone in extractive industries, agriprocessing, tourism,
and other sectors-power.

Senator Fr,¡xo. We talked about tourism. I did not realize there
was such potential there, but it seems to be so.
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Mr. HoovsR. There is. It is a beautiful country with beautiful
beaches. But because of the unfortunate legacy of the civil war, all
the earlier tourism infrastructure was destroyed, and so there is an
opportunity now for foreign companies. In fact, a couple of U.S.
hotel chains are looking to invest or are presently investing in Si-
erra Leone.

Senator Flexo. Ms. Reddick, we spoke in my office about the im-
pact of the situation in Mali on Niger. Can you describe that? Pres-
ently, looking forward, what do we need to-specifically, let me say,
we do have a drone presence, unârmed drones. It seems to be wel-
comed in the country, but how is it going to be perceived as you
know and understand it now? You will know more on the ground
there, I am sure. But what diplomatic efforts are going to have to
accompany that program of the use of drones in Niger?

Ambassador RoooIcx. Thank you, Senator. Niger is in what
could be called a diffrcult neighborhood, with Mali, Libya, and Ni-
geria on its borders. The Nigeriens understand that they are faced
with a great problem, in part because convoy routes pass through
northern Niger and conrroys traditionally have carried drugs, weap-
ons, and illicit goods. We know they also are carrying extremists
and terrorists involved in the conflict in northern Mali.

Nigeriens have reached out to the United States and other inter-
national partners for assistance. The political will is there. It is a
democratic government that is trying to satisfy the needs of its own
population. They have worked very closely with minority popu-
lations like the Tuareg. They are attempting to create a more inclu-
sive government.

The Government of Niger has reached out for assistance to build
their capacity to monitor their borders and to interdict these con-
voys, to try to stop the spread of extremism and the terrorist
threat. We have responded with training. We are working with var-
ious types of assistance to help Niger build a crisis response unit,
and a counterterrorism unit. They are working with their own pop-
ulation to ensure that their young people are not attracted to the
extremist groups operating in the region.

I mentioned we have a number of security programs to assist
Niger. We do have unarmed remotely piloted aírcraft in Niger. The
Niger Government has welcomed our presence and has explained
to the population why we are there, and we have not had problems.

If confirmed, I do intend to make sure that I am well informed
before I go out to post, but also while I am there, to ensure that
the programs we have in place are coordinated with the Govern-
ment of Niger. Also, as Chief of Mission, I intend to work very
closely with the Combatant Commanders involved in our programs
in Niger. I have already met with General Rodriguez, who heads
our Africa Command, and I do look forward to maintaining close
contact with him.

I think this is a partnership that serves Niger well, but also
serves our olvn interests in stopping the terrorism threat in the re-
gion. We are working with countries in the region that have the po-
litical will and want to be part of the solution. Niger has played
an important role in the political process that has led to elections
and a return to a democratic government in Mali. I think the
Nigeriens also want to be part of the political process that looks at
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the needs of minority populations and tries to find way to make
more inclusive governments in the region.

Senator Fr-er<n. Well, thank you.
With regard to physical security there with the Embassy, what

upgrades has the Embassy gone through over the past decade in
terms of setbacks and everything else? Are we where we rreed to
be or do we still-is that a continuing process there?

Ambassador Reoorcx. Yes, the Embassy in Niamey is not one of
the newer embassies. It is going through a major renovation right
now, which will continue into the next year, with additional secu-
rity measures to be constructed in the Embassy.

I also would like to point out that following the terrorist attacks
in May the Government of Niger was very responsive to the Em-
bassy's request for certain security measures to be added to the
neighborhood, and I am very pleased that we have established that
type of relationship with the Government of Niger.

But I do intend, if confirmed, once I arrive at post, to get to-
gether with my security team and take a look at the renovãtions,
what lies ahead, and what is still needed. If there are things that
need to take place to better secu.re the Embassy for Americans and
our locally employed staff, I want to make sure that information
gets transmitted back to Washington as soon as possible.

Senator Fr,exs. Well, thank you.
Mr. Hoza, with regard to the perception of the U.S. in Cameroon,

have the programs, be it PEPFAR, be it aid with antipiracy or
antiterrorism cooperation, antipoaching, have these þrograms
bogght us good will in the country? Hor,v are \üc pcrccivcd thcre?

Mr. Hoze. Senator, I think we enjoy a very positive image in the
Republic of Cameroon amongst the people, first and foremost from
our efforts to combat Hry-AIDS along with the Ministry of Health.
Many implementing partners there are very, very effective at their
programs and they are demonstrating an expertise derived from
our best practices that we brought to them. Their own initiative
has been impressive in trying to slow the rate of increase in the
prevalence of HIV-AIDS in the country.

As far as the military to military relationship on counterter-
rulis_rn, antipiracy, antl anLipoachirrg, all of these are welcomed by
the Cameroonian Government and the Cameroonian people. I think
they are very much aware of the terrorism threat. The recent kid-
napping of a French family from northern Cameroon brought home
the fact that Cameroon is not immune to the extremism that is
running rampant in the neighborhood.

The important thing, though, is the way our personnel conduct
themselves in the course of their interaction with military counter-
parts and with their professional counterparts in the health sector.
We must transmit American values of respect for human rights, de-
mocracy, civilian leadership over the military in terms of the mili-
tary side, but on the health care side, human rights respect for all
individuals regardless of their ethnic affrliation, their religion, or
their sexual preferences.

So these are the sort ofvalues we must convey and we hope that
these values will become common values with our Cameroon part-
ners.

Senator Fr,exa lpresiding,l. Well, thank you.
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You will have to excuse me. I have got to go vote before they
close it out in a minute here. We will just recess the hearing for
about probably 3 minutes, until Senator Coons returns. I am going
to have to stay there at a meeting afterward. I appreciate your
willingness to serve and the service you have already given to the
country, and I think all of you are well qualified and will represent
the country well.

We will not have to recess at all, because here's Senator Coons.
So thank you.

Senator Coot¡s lpresiding]. Thank you, Senator Flake.
All three of you will, if confirmed, be representing the United

States in countries where the MCC plays a somewhat different role
than it did in the previous and where the opportunities for eco-
nomic development are signilìcant, but not yet fully realized, and
for economic partnership between the United States and the coun-
tries to which you will hopefully be appointed.

So please, if you would, just speak about how you see having
been invited or being MCC-eligible playing a role and how you
think we might do a more effective job at sustaining and building
relationships, in particular in Niger, and then what we need to do
in Cameroon in order to move toward a place where we can have
a sustained economic relationship?

One of the values I place on MCC compacts, threshold compacts
and then full compacts, is it requires transparency, commitment to
democracy, commitment to certain sort of core principles. If I re-
member correctly, Cameroon is not M0C-eligible, but the other two
nations are. So if you would speak to how that mechanism helps
and what you see as being the best or likely focus as the countries
to which you may well be confirmed go through the MCC process?

Just in order, if you would, Ambassador Reddick, Mr. Hoover,
Mr. Hoza.

Ambassador Rsoorcx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for that ques-
tion. In Niger the Millennium Challenge Corporation has been a
motivating factor. With a democratic government in place with the
political will to do better by its population, to deliver more services,
to become more democratic, I think MCC has acted as a motivation
to do more.

Niger has had an MCC Threshold Program that has focused on
areas of investing in people, governing justly, and doing business
in Niger. After the return of a democratic Government in Niger, we
were able to restart the Threshold Program and construct many of
the schools that were scheduled to be completed under the Thresh-
old. That has been a very important part of investing in people.
Many of these schools will bring more women and more young girls
into the education system.

There has been a focus on corruption in the Threshold Program
and this issue is also important to the current government of Presi-
dent Issoufou, so I think we are walking hand in hand down the
same path with the Nigeriens under the MCC Threshold Program.

Senator Cooxs. Is the prospect of an MCC compact a significant
incentive or is it a rounding error in the greater context of the con-
cerns facing President Issoufou?

Ambassador Rnoorcx. My sense is, from my experience working
in the West Africa Office and also with Sao Tome-Principe as an
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MCC Threshold Program country, it is a great incentive, very much
so. We have continued to see a push by Niger to continue to meet
the criteria, and I am sure they are looking forward to being eligi-
ble again when the indicators are published over the next couple
of months.

MCC is in Niger now considering what a good proposal for=a com-
pact will look like. I understand they are looking, in particular, at
livestock, one of the major exports of Niger. Livestock depend upon
water. MCC is focusing on where water sites are available for the
livestock. What happens to the livestock? Well, a lot of the live-
stock have traditionally been exported to Nigeria. What are the
constraints to maintaining these exports or increasing them? What
are the trade barriers, for example? This is another area that MCC
is looking at with the Nigerien Government.

The government understands very well that, for example, they do
need to reduce trade barriers. They still need to work on corruption
and they are doing so through new agencies within the government
to attack corruption by developing cases and prosecuting those in-
dividuals involved in corruption.

I see MCC working hand in hand with governments with the po-
litical will to invest in their people, expand the economy, strength-
en democracy and good governance, and bring prosperity to their
citizens. Niger a very good example, and if confirmed I look for-
ward to working closely with MCC there. From what I have seen,
from my experience, what works well is when there is a develop-
ment team that brings together MCC and USAID. I look forward
to working with such a team when I am in Niamey, if confirmed.

Senator CooNs. Thank you, Ambassador Reddick.
Mr. Hoover, does eligibility for an MCC compact have much of

an impact in Sierra Leone? And if so, ho\ü would you see the trajec-
tory playing out?

Mr. HoovpR. Thank you, Senator. I am a big fan of the MCC.
Eligibility itself has already had an impact without a single dollar
really being disbursed yet in Sierra Leone. Just the prospect of be-
coming compact-eligible has been used by the administration there
in Sierra Leone, to their creclit, as a way to improve their political
and economic governance.

When they were made eligible last year in December, their per-
fbrmance on their MCC score card had improved dramatically, and
that was specifically because the government had identified the
MCC compact or threshold program as an incentive that they chose
to pursue. So it has had a great benefit already without any money
even being spent.

Currently, MCC and the Government of Sierra Leone are work-
ing toward compact development. I do not want to prejudge how
that is going to come out. There are huge needs across the board
in Sierra Leone. We do not know what our budget will be for the
MCC compact if one materializes. But I can see investments in gov-
erîan€e, in anticorruption efforts, in the power sector, education,
health. It really is kind of the whole gamut. Again, I do not want
to prejudge that, where those resources might go. But I look for-
ward, if confirmed, to using MCC and using the compact develop-
ment again to continue to shape incentives to encourage further
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economic reform. And at the end of the day we hope actually to dis-
burse some money, so that we can invest in the country's future.

Senator Coo¡ls. That is encouraging. I have noticed both in a re-
cent trip to Liberia and a previous trip to Benin sort of a real sig-
nifrcant focus by national leadership on what an MCC compact, or
a second compact in Benin's case, could mean, not just the raw dol-
lar value, but sort of the prestige of being deemed eligible and then
deemed a partner, and the way it is delivered in terms of real part-
nership for the long term.

So, Mr. Hoza, Cameroon President Biya in some ways epitomizes
entrenched power in Africa. It is, as you mentioned in your state-
ment, a relatively speaking stable country, but one where the reach
ofits natural resources has not yet been fully developed to the ben-
efit of its people.

What are the tools you might use in Cameroon? Is MCC even on
the horizon as one of them, or are there others, to help encourage
liberalization, steady progress toward democracy? And what do you
think ofthe prospects for elections soon, ifat all this year?

Mr. Hoz¿.. Thank you, Senator. We have to be very, very clear-
eyed about the challenges in Cameroon and maintain a very clear-
eyed perspective on some of the shortcomings that need to be over-
come. But lve also have to keep in mind the importance of Cam-
eroon to the region. Stability in a very unstable region is valuable.
They are custodians of great biodiversity and custodians of much
ofthe Congo Basin. So there is a lot at stake here.

Progress has been made. In April of this year, a senate was elect-
ed. Of 100 senators, 2O are women and 18 are members of the op-
position. So we are beginning to see some steps forward.

On September 30 there will be parliamentary and municipal
elections and there have been some electoral reforms, not least of
which is biodata voter registration and publishing of the voter rolls
on the Internet. These are all positive steps forward towards what
we hope will be a democratic process of transparency that will have
the confidence of the Cameroonian people.

We are looking at Presidential elections in 2018.
We have also seen some greater press freedom, particularly in

the area of Cameroonian politics, and these are encouraging.
Again, we must be clear-eyed. There are still severe challenges to
the democratic process in Cameroon and it will be important for us
to bring to bear all of our influence to improve that situation.

Senator Cooxs. We often face challenges when advocating for
values that are rooted in America, whether it is democracy, trans-
parency. Cameroon is a country that Human Rights Watch has
identified as having one of the most aggressive anti-LGBT prosecu-
tion and enforcement efforts. What would you do as Ambassador to
raise the issue of human rights broadly and also specifically to ad-
vance the rights of those whose sexual orientation makes them
subject to harassment or abuse in Cameroon?

Mr. Hoz¿. Cameroon recently witnessed two very tragic murders
of LGBT activists. Ambassador Jackson attended the funerals and
has commenced a program, with the assistance of various offrces
back here in Washington, commenced a program to address legisla-
tion, to attempt to change legislation in Cameroon to protect the
rights of LGBT individuals.
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He has pressed also for a proper investigation into those murders
and to bring the perpetrators to justice. If confirmed, I will con-
tinue those efforts.

Senator CooNs. Thank you. I would look forward to hearing up-
dates on your progress in that important work.

Last, you- mentioned there a-re significant resollrces in Cameroon,
but some real challenges in terms of transparency. Tell me about
how EITI or other initiatives that are designed to improve trans-
parency-I think Senator Markey asked about some of the SEC
rules-might be applied in the private sector, in particular in ex-
tractive industries, both the transmission and the development of
oil resources from Chad and then within Cameroon?

Mr. Hoze. EITI has been a very, very helpful tool. We import-
the largest amount of exports from Cameroon to the United States
is from their oil industry, and a significant portion of our exports
to Cameroon have to do with the oil industry, whether it is in sur-
veying for oil and natural gas or actually extracting the product
from the ground. The pipeline, of course, as yolr mentioned, is also
another important factor in Cameroon's economy.

We see a number of ways to impact transparency and a way to
reduce the corruption that is endemic in the private sector in the
market in Cameroon. We have seen a doubling in U.S. exports to
Cameroon and we are selling things like civilian aircraft and die-
sel-electric locomotives, important to the development of their in-
dustries from the eastern portion of the country, drawing out the
mineral and forest resources responsibly, to the new deepwater
port in Kribi.

So Cameroonians see the advantage of trade with the United
States and know that we have the technology and the products
that they need to develop their economy. We need to capitalize on
that. We need to press them to make sure that there is a level
playing freld, that all tenders are open and transparent, and that
corruption will not be tolerated. The more we can press that issue
and the more that we can ensure that our corporations adhere to
all of our rules and regulations and all the rules and regulations
of Cameroon, the better the trade will be.

Senator Coo¡¡s. I think you are right, Mr. Hoza.
Mr. Hoover, if I might. If confrrmed, you will be overseeing a rel-

atively small embassv, mostlv frrst or second-tour offrcers, in some-
what challenging, at times even difficult, living circumstances. How
do you support the professional development of your staff ìn that
kind of an environment? How do you maintain morale and ensure
their safety?

Mr. Hoovnn. As you pointed out, Senator-thank you for that
question-it is a difficult environment in Freetown. The Embassy
is pretty much supplying all of its own water, its own power, and
much of its own infrastructure because of the context there of
underdevelopment. So maintaining morale, maintaining unity of
purpose, I think will be one of my biggest challenges if confirmed
and one ofmy biggest areas offocus.

As you also noted, we have a lot of one-person sections at that
Embassy, and often those one or two people in those sections are
quite junior. I have already spoken to the deputy chief of mission
there, a person I have worked r,vith before. She and I share a very,
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very strong belief in developing those younger officers. That will be
one of my-in terms of the internal management and leadership of
the mission, that will be one of my highest priorities, is providing
those younger oflicers with the support they need, the guidance
they need, to be fully successful, not just at the mission there in
Freetown, but throughout their careers.

How do \üe go about doing this? It is just what you do every day,
day in and day out, working with people, encouraging them and
giving them the guidance they need to do good work.

Senator CooNs. I know that is a challenge for all chiefs of mis-
sion.

But if I might, Ambassador Reddick. As someone who is going to
a country that both faces significant challenges and has real oppor-
tunities, if I might by way of a closing question, In your opening
you referenced the regional environment and how Niger has been
exposed to increased violence and the potential of real terrorism,
both because of southern Libya's instability, because of develop-
ments in Mali, and developments more regionally relating to Nige-
tla.

How do we ensure that Niger, currently a relatively staunch U.S.
ally with which we have built some strong partnerships, does not
become the next Mali? What are the steps we need to be taking to
ensure that it remains stable and a key ally in our work in the Sa-
hara and the Sahel?

Ambassador Rooorcr. That is an excellent question, Mr. Chair-
man. I think we frankly need to continue what we are already
doing in Niger. We have important programs in place through
USAID, through MCC, that allow us to work with the Government
of Niger in key areas of strengthening democratization, focusing on
good governance, and improving the situation of the people of
Niger.

I think this will make a big difference. It will create a more sta-
ble Niger. It has had a history of political fragility and that is why
I think we need to continue to work with the Nigerien government
on strengthening institutions, and also continue to work with civil
society. We do work through a number of NGOs, including local
NGOs, through USAID. All this empowers the people of Niger. It
gives them a voice to hold their own government accountable. And
the government of President Issoufou, I think, hears them and is
trying to respond. IVe need to help them with the tools to become
more resilient to these cycles of drought, and focus on diversifica-
tion of crops, so if one crop fails, such as millet, then perhaps there
can be a successful onion crop.

We are doing these things through USAID to make a difference
for the people of Niger so that they can become more resilient to
the environmental shocks of drought and famine and also flooding,
which they recently experienced.

We are working in the area af education, not only building
schools but focusing also on women, especially young girls, to im-
prove the human resources of Niger so that women can fully par-
ticipate in the economy.

These are just a few examples. Our government is headed in the
right direction; we are doing the right thing. We need to do more
of it perhaps. 

.We 
could always use more resources, not only in
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Niger but also in the Sahel region. We are looking at working more
regionally. We have started a special unit of USAID based in
Dakar that focuses on the Sahel as a region. I think this will have
resonance as USAID also develops activities that will strengthen
each ofthe countries in the region.

I am very plea-sed to be going out to Niger, if confirmed because
there is a lot we can do. I think we are already doing some good
things that will have an impact, and we are working with a very
cooperative partner with the Government of Niger and the people
of Niger.

Senator Coo¡,1s. Great. Thank you, Ambassador Reddick. Thank
you, Mr. Hoover. Thank you, Mr. Hoza. All three of these countries
are countries that are valued American allies and where we have
some real challenges, in stabilizing Sierra Leone and ensuring its
ongoing recovery from what was a devastating civil war, and in en-
suring transparency and progress toward tackling very signifrcant
human poverty challenges; in Cameroon, preserving the value of
stability while still really promoting our values, democracy and
openness in the economy and protecting vulnerable minorities; and
in Niger, ensuring that we are helping them deal with the likely
impact of climate change and become more resilient and become
better able to fìght poverty, but also to continue to be a real stal-
wart ally for us in the region.

Thank you, all three of you. Thank you to your families and co-
workers and colleagues who have come today to support you.

I am going to leave the record open for a week for thosc mcmbcrs
of the comrnittee who were not able to join us today, but who may
want to submit questions.

With that, this hearing is hereby adjourned.
lW'hereupon, at L2:24 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.J

Annnrou¿r- Qunsrroxs AND ANSwERs SueMrrrED FoR THÐ RECoRD

Rospo¡¡s¡; on Dwrcsr L. Busu ro Quns'rroN Suslrlrrsn
sv SnN¡roR Rosenr M¿N¡N¡¡z

Questíon. Morocco's claim to the Western Sahara has caused friction in United
Staf,es-Moroccn relations, with iis neighhor Algeria, and within fhe African IInion
Its claim stymies regional economic and security cooperation.

t How can the United States facilitate political discussions around this conten-
tious isgue?

Answer. The U.S. Government continues to support the orocess led bv U.N. Sec-
rctary Gencral Ban Ki-moon and his Pcrsonal bñvoy for ^Western Saliara, Chris-
topher Ross, to fìnd a peaceful, sustainable, and mutually agreed solution to the
Western Sahara conflict. The U.S. Government, along with all the other members
of the Security Council, unanimously adopted Resolution 2099 e0l3\, which took
note of the Nloroccan autononry proposal presented to the Secretary General on
April 11, 2007, and welcomed the serious and credible Moroccan efforts to move the
process forward toward a resolution. It also took note of the Polisario proposal pre-
sented on April 10, 2007.

In November 2012 ønd, March of this year, the U.N. Secretary General's Personal
Envoy held broad-based consultations with the parties to the conflict, Morocco and
the Frente Polisario, as well as with important regional stakeholders Algeria and
Mauritania. He also consulted with the Friends on Western Sahara (Franèe, Spain,
Russia, the United Kingdom, and the lJnited States). Ambassador Ross' woik to
bring the two pârties together continues to hold promise and inspires hope for
progress toward the resolution of this conflict. The United States Àupporls Ross'
approach of bilateral talks with the parties with ihe aim to launch shuttle diplo-
macy to work toward finding a just, lasting, and mutuaily acceptable political sõlu-
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tion. If confirmed, I will work diligently to translate that support into tangible
improvements.

Rrspor.rs¡ oF EuNrcE S. Rpn¡rcx ro QuEsrroN SueNrrrrn¡
BY SENAToR Roeenr lVleNpr.roBz

R¡spoNsn on IVI¡Ttnow H¡RRlNcroN To QUESTToN Suslnrrso
rv Sr¡l¡,roR Roaenr MrNnN¡pz

Suestion. Lesotho has floulished under the African Growth and Oonortunitv Act
(AÕ'OA) to become the act's top nonenerg) exporter to the U.S. of goo'ds, excluåively
textiles. Labol disputes, including ovei nriñimunì wage, have accompanied the
growth of the textile industry.

a Can you describe Lesotho's institutional capacity to resolve future labor dis-
putes? What role can and should the United States play in helping to resolve
these disputes?

Answer. Lesotho's primary institutional mechanism for labor mediation and dis-
pute resolution is the Directorate of Dispute Prevention and Resolution, an inde-
pendent goverrìment agency established in 2000. The Directorate effectively resolves
most disputes through conciliation or arbitration, although the process can be
lengthy.

The United States plays a leading role in helping Lesotho resolve labor disputes
in the textile industry, which employs more than 36,000 Basotho, mainly women.
The majority of textile firms exporting to the United States under the African
Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) participate in the International Labor Organi-
zation's (ILO) Better Work Lesotho Program (BWL), which was established in 2009.
BWL works with factories and unions to improve compliance with ILO core labor
standards and the Lesotho national labor law, with the goal ofmaintaining Lesotho
as an ethical sourcing destination. American buyers liké Gap, Levi's, and Walmart
support industry participation in the prog"ram by errcouraging all of the factories
they source from to enroll in the program. In addition, these buyers rely on Better
Work Lesotho assessment reports rather than conducting their own periodic audits.
A U.S. Department of Labor grant of $3.3 million solely lunds Bettei Work Lesotho
for the period 2OIB-2014.

ln 2012, the U.S. Embassy worked with Better Work Lesotho and the U.S.
Department of Labor to bring experts from the Federal iVlediation and Conciliation
Serwice (FMCS) to Lesotho to train union officials and employers on communication
skills and dispute resolution. FIVICS returned to Lesotho in September 2013 to pro-
vide additionäl training in collective bargaining and problem áolving at the facÊory
level.

The labor nrovement in Lesotho's texti.le industry is fragmented, with multiple
unions competing for membership; as a result, unions have reduced bargaining
power with enrployers. Nonetheless, labor relations in l,esotho are generally posi-
tive-the textile industry experiences relatively few strikes or other mass labor
âctions. While in prior years unions concentrated on industrywide minimunr wage
negotiations, more recently their efforts have been focused on negotiations with indi-
vidual fhctories.

Qttestiotz. Niger struggles with security issues due to ongoing threats from Boko
Haram, AQIM and affiliated groups. and broad regional security challenges. What
are Niger's existing counterten"orism capabilities? What is the extent ofl United
States-Niger counterterrorism efforts? Do they meet the needs of the United States
to protect U.S. interests in the region?

Answer. Niger is a committed partner in combating terrorist groups and extremist
ideology throughout the Sahel. Our relationship enjoys broad-based support from
the government and people of Niger and is cognizant and reflective of Nigerien pri-
orities, interests, and concerns.

The United States has long supported the Government of Niger's efforts to secure
its borders and counter the fhreãf of extremism. Under the Tfans-Sahara Counter-
terrorism Program (TSCTP), the United States provides training and equipment to
Niger. Support under this program aims to increase security sector capaciQr, address
underlying causes of radicalization, and increase the voices of moderate leaders to
positively influence populations potentially vulnerable to radicalization.

We are also working closely with Niger to support the deployment of the U.N.
Multidimensional Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA). Niger has commifted
an 85O-ground-troop contingent to the mission, almost all of which have already
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deployed to Mali- The United States provided those troops logistical support, train-
ing, and equipment through the African Contingency Opeiations Trãining and
Assistance (ACOTA) Program.

Niger provides critical support for U.S. regional security goals throughout the
region. U.S. Afi'ica Command has positioned unarmed remotely piloted áircraft in
Niger to support a range of regional security missions and engagements with part-
ner nations. This effort is designed to promote regional stability, and to strengthen
relationships with regional leaders committed to security and prosperity.

Rospoxsu oF DwrcHT L. Busn ro QuEsrroN Suelrrrrn¡
BY SENAToR JoHN BARRASSo

Qtæstíon. The United States is the most conìpetitive supplier of soda ash in the
world, due to the abundance of the raw material trona in õur countrv. U.S. natural
soda âsh is refined from the mineral trona. The Green River Basin in W-yoming
has the world's largest known deposits of naturally occurring trona- Sotla uih i. ä
key component of glass, detergents, soaps, and chemicals. American soda ash has
long been regarded as the standard for quality, purity, and energy efficiency in
production.

As I have discussed in this committee before, soda ash continues to face signifi-
cant trade barriers around the world. Since 2009, the U.S. soda ash indirstrv
has urged the administration to press the Government of Morocco to live up to thä
U.S.-Morocco Free Tlade Agreement by permitting U.S. origin soda ash to enter
duty-free. Instead, Morocco imposes a 2.5 pelcentluty whilé this country's Euro-
pean competitors enter their soda ash duty-free under the EU-Morocco Free Tlade
Agreement.

In your testimony before the Senate Co¡rmittee on Foreign Relations. _you com-
mitted to "working to increase comnrerce with this key ally."

r Will you conrmit to me that you will str.ongly advocate to resolve the problem
of the duty being levied on U.S. soda ash to Morocco?

I Please orrtline what efforts you will t¿ke as ILS. Amhassador to the Kingdom
of Morocco to ensure that lVlorocco finally lives up to its free trade agreement
with the United States by granting U.S. origin Joda ash duty-free tËatment.

I As Ambassador, will you diligently pursue every opportunity to eliminate trade
barriers and increase exports for all U.S. industries?

Answer. I will commit to you that I will strongly advocate to expand wherever
possible opportunities for the U.S. soda ash industry to penetrate the Moroccan
narket. The U.S.-Morocco Free Trade Agreement (FTA) came into force in January
2006, and on the first day lhat the treat-y came into effect, 95 percent of goods and
services became tariff-freè. All remainingtariffs ale to be elimiñated by 2Õ15. From
entry itrto force through the end of 2012, the FTA increased overail trade b.y 244
percent, ÍÌom $927 million to $3.2 billion; exports of U.S. products to Morocco soared
369 percent from $481 million to S2.3 billion and U.S. investment in Morocco
jumped sharpìy.

The Uniied States Trade Representative leads the Joint Committcc on tho Froc
Trade Agreement to discuss the implementation of the FTA. During these com-
mittee meetings, the United States Tïade Representative will work diligently to
cnsurc thtt Morocco fully livcs up to its commitmcnts undcr thc FTÂ. Recent bilat-
eral discussion on joint principles for investment as well aa a neìp agreement to
facilitate tra<le through common customs procedures should help furthôr open the
Moroccan market to U.S. exports and investment. If confirmed, I will diligently pur-
sue every opportunity to eliminate trade barriers and increase exports for U.S.
industries-




